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PADUCAH, KY.. WEDNESDAY
A ONE-EYED CONSTABLE AND
A CRIPPLED MAGISTRATE
MORNING, DECEMBER 5 1906 VOL. 23 NUMBER 190
-es
COULD ENFORCE EVERY LAW, IN THE CITY AGAINST IMMOR-
ALITY SAYS EX-ALDERMAN SINGLETON—A ROUSING
MASS MEETING AT CITY HALL LAST NIGHT—AD-
DRESSED BY JOHN G. MILLER, REV. C. M.
THOMPSON, J E. POTTER, G. Gs SLN'GLE-
TON AND REV. G. W. BANKS.
COMMITTEES FROM OTHER WARDS APPOINTED
'A rouding mass meeting of the cid-
lens was held at the city hall last
night to discuss the social evil which
has been accentuated by the 
closing
of the bawdy houses in the red light
ellstnet on West Court street by
-order of Circuit Judge Reed, and the
.attempts of the harlots to locate in
other parts of the city. The 
north.
don part of the city was selected by
many of the women as the place of
their future abode, but the residents
of that section took prompt steps to
-organize themselves in to what is
known as "The Frontier Committee,"
and served notice on the women and
their landlords that unless they
moved at once that indictments wild
be procured. At the meeting of the
committee last Friday night at Sixth
and Trimble it adjiturned to meet at
the city hall last night and Issued a
eat for a masa meeting of citizens
from every ward in the city to be
held lam night.
Over two hundred citizens crowded
into the city court room last evening
ard they were addressed by Mr. John
Miller. Rev. C. M Thompson,
sel Joe E Potter, Col. G. G. Single-
t, n and 'Rev G. W. Banks.
A* Chairman Kerne. was abownt
attending the monthly ....eoun of the
board of education, of which he., is
• a member. Councilman Dusall of the
„Eno ward called the meeting to or-
eke and Mr C. W Morrison, was
made chairman of the meeting.
/Pie cemmittee appointed last week
to ascertain the location, the names
women and the name' of land-
lords renting houses to them in the
First ward. reported that it was pro-
gressing with the Mauer and that
some of the women had left that pan
of the city. and thc landlords renting
to others wanted a few days time to
get rad gi their tenants-and there-
fe re. thP committee was grained
further time
Mr. John G. Miller the well known
attorney at law made a winging
speech in behalf of the good people
of the city. He stated that he fav-
ored the movement to have the entire
city organized against the lawless
element Several years ago, he said,
a similar movement wae started in
the First Baptist church, but that the
good people did not seem disposed to
hack it. so it came to naught, but
from the number and character of
those present last night that he was
satisfied that they meant business.
He wanted the citieens of Paducah
to know that his time, his talent and
his personal means vere at their
tommand in any movement for the
moral uplifting of the city. The
sicaker denounced the debauchery of
the women of this country as the
worst form of crime. saying that
stealing, robbery, and murder, almost,
was insignificant in comparison
with it.
Mr. Miller said a long bearing and
patient circuit judge had taken into
himself the task of abating the pub-
lic houses and that every good man
and woman in the city should lend
him there hearty support. That the
svil could be stamped out, and would
:be.
Rev. C. M. Thompson pastor of
tire First Baptist church, was the
next speaker and his remarks were
timely, well chosen and to the point.
lie went right at the subject by
heartily indorsing the movement for
better morals in Paducah, but gave
his auditors to understand that if
the object was merely to move the
harlots front Court street to some
other locality, that they could count
bon out. fie further said that if the
tact of the late burning of the to-
bacco warehouses on West Broadway
moking the houses on Court street
more public to the eyes of the city
was the only reason for the agitation
and to have them removed elsewhere
that he was still outside but if the
movement was for the betterment cif
the morals -erf tie entire city, and for
the orotectfon and toreservadonerf the
yintie of the 'w8men that his time,
wed ea.,
his voice and a reasonable amount
of his purse was at the service of
those engaged in the work.
Mr. Thompson asserts.' that if the
public officers, the newspapers and
the moral element of Padncan weuid
do their duty, not only the bawdy
to uses, but the gambling houses and
every form of crime as well would
he banished (Tom thc city. The
soeaker went on to say :het he was
no double stendaed man on the
qudallion of morality—that lie Le-
ttered in the arrest awl punasament
of the men who frequent the re,otts,
as well as the punishment oi the
women; nor was he in favor of inue.-
nog the,dene of iniquay into ether
r.oghborhoods rear so-, calleus
handed son Al toil.
upon for remarks, and in his pointed
upon. for remarks, and inhis pointed
and logical style be expressed him-
tell by indording what had been said
by the other speakers. The old war-
rior said that he stood ready at all
times and under all cir-
cumstances to speak Out in meet-
ing as to what he believed to be
right. Thtat when any public ques-
tion was before the people for the
betterment of society apd the protec-
tion of womanhood, he would al-
u eye be' found on the firing line. He
said that his time and his means were
open to the committee. That bawdy
houses could not exist unless they
were fed ind fostered from the fam-
dies in the communtiy; That the un-
fottunate 'inmates were some man's
daughters or sisters, and that all men
ought 'to rise up in their might and
say that public proedtution and the
lots and characters of the women
should not become common merchan-
dise
The calls for Ex-Ahlerman G. G.
Singleton caused him :o respond in
hit usual happy style. lie said that
in_ merely attended the meeting as
al, humble spectator, but was so
constituted as to be' ready at all times
and in all plates to give the reason
for the faith in him, and that when
any public question arose where right
and wrong were involved that he
would be found at all times on the
eicie of what he thought to be right,
and with the good people of Padu-
cah. He stated that he was not a
candidate for. any office nor did he
expect to be a candidate; that he was
boosting no man, and this is what
the reporter caught at this time "That
the ark of pubhc ambition now rested
on Arat of private life. I stand on
its peaceful summit looking down
Oft its peaceful' flood, the dove of
&otitis,- has brought me an olive
branch that I should go hence to
lebor and to love. I carry with me
a heart fulr of grand& and a sou)
HI of precious memories—Gratitude
to my friends who have been so kind
to me and precious memories to those
love:. That I Wish to announce to
tee citizcns of Paducah that I 'stand
ready to assist in any and all ways
in matter pertaining to the welfare
of her citizens."
, Mr. Singleton asserted that he re-
garded the public prostitution of the
landladies as the getatest evil and
crime known to men and that as far
as ridding the city of, Paducah of
crime, that "A one-eyed constable and
a crippled magistrate" could enforce
every law in the city against im-
morality. The speaker closed with
tendering his services to the good
cause.
Rev. G. W. Banks, who has lately
arrived in the city as pastor of the
*nimble street Methodist church, Ives
present and made a strong talk in
beholf of better morals. He stated
that he had just come out of a simi-
lar fight in Memphis and therefore,
knows something of the task before
the people. That he did not expect
to get into another agitation quite so
soon but that he was ready to aid
in the good work. Mr. Banks stated
that Paducah, abroad, was not known
as a Sunday school town by any
means, and he drew some apt illustra-
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THE SALE INCLUDES UNCON-
TESTED STOCK, MACHINES
AND TANNERY
The Collar Factory Which Mr. Reh-
kopf Operates by Himself, Has
Been Closed Down.
Yesterday morning Earl Walters,
son-in-law of E. Rehkopf, bought in
the uncontested portion of the E.
Rchkopf Saddlery Con:malty stock,
the price being in the neighborhood
of Pogo°. Tile sale was conduct-
ed by Trustee Cecil Reed of the
Rebleopf firm, in the bankroptcy pro-
CC( ding.
'trustee Reed held the sale at the
Relit* store cot South Second
strict near Broadway. Mr. Walters
offered $1.20:00 for the general har-
ness, saddle, collar and other stock
in those budding'. lie then gave
$2.730 for the machinery, tanbark
and other stock in the tanyard oper-
ated in Meehaniceburg by the Reh-
kord firm. For the leather at the
tannery, Mr. Walters offerred ,36
toe cents per pound, there being
about K000 pounds.
Mr. Carl Fink, the Louisville
leather man, and. several, other out-
siders, bid on the goods, hut Mr.
Walters offered figures higher than
the others;
The sale is made upon three
months time, Mr. Walters being com-
pelled to pay the dntire purchase
puce in ninety days. wi:h the privil-
ege of paying it off at :try time be-
tween now and that time limit. The
pm chaste includes also the.stock that
is not contested by firms claiming
it belongs to them..
Collar Factory Closed.
The collar factory operated on
Kentucky between Third and Fourth
st•eets by arr. E. Rehkopf individ-
ually. has been closed down until
some disposition is made in the Un-
ited States court of the attempt be-
ire made by his individual creditors
te force him personally into bank-
ruptcy. Mr. Rehkopf owns the collar
factory all by himself and there
comes up sometime next week at
Louisville before Judge Evans, the
suit looking towards forcing him in-
to bankruptcy Work of taking
depositions in now going on for use
in the action.
The most lonesome and nervous
person in the city of Paducah at
present is Captain William Kraus,
thc foreman of the Rchopf collar fac-
tory. For the past thirty two years
he has been constantly engaged at his
bnsiness, not losing but a day or two
during that long term of years. Now
that the factory is closed down tem-
porarily and he has nothing to en-
cage his attention, he feels like he is
lost. He- said yesterday that he
rambled at large over the city, but
does not feel natural, as he has been
rituningsatohig plant so long for Mr.
Rehkopf, that it has become the larg-
est part of his life and he feels like
he Is out of his element, away from
the ever running machinery and busy
workingmen. All the factory em-
pioyes have been thrown out of work
by the close-down which was pursu-
ant to court orders.
tions,of conditions as lie understood
them. He argued that the battle
should be waged vigorously in all
parts of the city because the women
had no right to locate in any part
of the town.
During all of the speeches the
audience expressed its agproval and
were much enthused over the good
restilts of meeting together to dis-
eusa-Ae situation so much so that
committees were named to take up
the work in the other .four wards
of the city.
In the Third ward the committee
consists-of John G. Miller, Squire
Bleiclt, 'J. Crit Jones, Mr. Hamilton
and J. H. Griffith.
Fourth ward: Young Taylor G. W.
Wycoff, Robert Keener, and W. A.
Dulin.
Fifth ward: The names suggested
were Chas Schmitt, Rev. P. H. Fields,
'ohn Bryont, Geo. Shelton, C. H.
Chat:Min, E. E.' Bell and William
SHERIFF REPORTS
IMMENSE SUM





JUDGE PROBATED WILL OF
THE LATE L. P. WEAKS
YESTEREtAY
Don Gilberto Files Agreement That
He Wilt Sell Nothing But Wil-
low Springs for 3 Years.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie yesterday
filed is statetnent in the county
clerk's offffice, showing how much
taxes he had collected this year for
the "gate and county. The sheriff
makes monthly reports as the col-
lections proceed througheut the year
so the county authorities will know
bow much coin there is in the trees-
Loy, and govern themselves in pay-
ing out, so as not overdraw the
fund. This document of yesterday
wa practically a recapitulation of
thej tntire collections for both state
and county, for the respective months
as follows:









$48,847.28, grand total $125,144.4E.
The sheriff's commissions for col-
lecting these mind were $5,839.32.
, Z. P. Weeks' Will.
Thic will of the late E. P. Weaks
was obated yesterday, it being
ar, Toone and signa-
ture deceased witnessed by At-
torney J. t. Ross. and Z. H. Bryant,
latter the clothier. The document
provide., that an Oak Grove burying
lot shall be bought. and monuments
;laced on it. in memory of the de-
ceased and other members saf the fam
ily. the total coat not to exceed $1.-
000. his gtandeloldren Mabel Weeks
and P. Earl Weeks are given $1,000
each, while ato goes to each of the
other grandchildren. Cooper, Cor-
ndia. Beulah, Mary Weeks and Roy
W. afeldinnie. Weaks Smith gets
thc deceased's gold watch and chain,
Sarah Weeks receives all the Rinse-
hold effects, while the remainder of
all kinds of property is equally divid-
ed between his daughters, Sarah
Weeks, and Mrs. Frank B. Smith
both of this city. Frank B. Smith and
Roy McKinnie, son-in-law and grand
son, respectively, are made executors
without bond of the will, which pro-
vides that no appraiscment be made
of the estate.
- Agreement Filed.
A document was filed with the
connty,clerk, wherein Don B. Gilber-
to enters into an agreement with the
"Willow Sprangs Distillery Company"
ha, pledging himself not to sell any
other brand of whiskey, except Wil-
low Springs for a period of three
years. at his establishment on South
Fourth street between Broadway and
Kentucky avenue.
Phillips' Estates.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday appoint-
ed Robert B. Phillips as administra-
tor of the estate of his late brother,
George E. Phillips. The court then
named Harry E. Wallace as admin-
ietrator of the estate of his late sis-
ter, Myrtle Wallace Phillips, who was
the wife of George' B. Phillips.
Property Sold.
Property on Thirteenth street has
been Old to Edward Lehrer by
Silas '''hl. Jones for Wee The deed
was filed yesterday for record.
Taylor and Mocquot sold proper-
ty in their addition for Si and other
considerations, to J. M. McCandless.
Licensed To Marry.
The cletk issued marriage licenses
to the following couple: William
Levad' aged 22 and Annie L. Small-
man, .aged 16 of this city; Marshall
Yates, aged 42 and Nancy Whitehead
'aged aa. both of Tunnel Hill, Ill.
Flowers.
Sixth ward: R. S. Barnett, Henry
McGee, W. R. Jones, Ed Farley, and
Geo. 0. Ingram.
After being in session an hour and
e,half the meeting adjourned to meet




TRUSTEES LAST NIGHT DECIDED THAT SCHOOLS •SHALLDISMISS AFTERNOON OF FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21ST, ANDREMAIN OUT UNTIL MORNING OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY2ND—MISSES GOHEEN AND BRYANT SELECTED TEACH-ERS OF THE NEW ROOMS TO RE OPENED, ONE AT M'KIN-LEY AND OTHER AT WASHINGTON BUILDING—TRUSTEEBYRD WAS NOT "OUSTED" FROM BOARD LIKE FILLIAM-SON ATTEMPTED LAST NIGHT,
During the meeting of the board of
education last evening at the Wash-
ington building on West Eroadway,
the trustees decided that the schol-
ars and teachers shall have an eleven
days' holiday during the Christmas
period. In eking this the board or-
dered the scholars to remain out un-
til the morning of January 2nd, which
is Wdanesdly. Along this line the
trustee, deciaed to meet in adjourn-
ed session December 2oth and al-
low the Decinber salaries to the teach
era, who have deducted from their
pay, the eleven holidays.
The-c were only nine members pres
eat last night, and the gathering was
held in the new basement quarter fix-
ed up as an assembly roam for the
board, in order the old room on the
first floor could be converted into the
study room for the "overflow" pu-
pils, who were taken from the crowd-
ed room and this new one formed.
This is the first session held by the
board in the basement, which is
nicely furnished for the purpose.
Those there were Bechenbach. Byrd,
Karnes, Davis. Morris, Let, Petted
Williamson and Walston.
During thc meeting the superintend
ent rezommended that something be
done towards the •ruetee* employ-
ing a "truancy officer" whose duties
are fixed by the state laws. they be-
ing to take up and punish every
child of school age who does not at-
tend the educational institutions 'of
the community. The superintend-
ent in speaking of this matter, made
same tineety essaneissr-myiseg-it mits
not so snuck the matter of playing
truancy, that created great harm, but
that the boys who played "hookey"
would flock around the different
public schools, draw off other lads,
get into fights with them, and in
many ways create discord in the build-
ing. On the superintendent broaching
the proposition. the trustees talked
over it for quite a waile, and finally
decided that boweer now and the
next board mc-dag, all would inves-
tigate the matter, give it considera-
tion and then take iction towards
sekting an officer of this nature.
The truant man looks after every
child who does, not attend schoof.
Henry M. Moore, one of the school
building janitors, bad given an orderfor this month's salary due him toTrustee Henry Gellman, to insure
payment of 'a grocery debt to theint-
ter. Yesterday another creator gage
msheed of Mooreas wages. 'Seed:
retary May wanted to know what he
should do, pay the-Meet:abet salad!'over to Mr. Gallman on itoore's or-
der, or withhold the SIO garnisheed-
on. As the garnishment comes wttat
in pale of the law, and the order to
Gellman does note the trustees direct-
ed that the Sic) be wi'hlicld. Magore
had given Trustee Gallinan an order
for his full month's pay of $35.
The printing committee was direct-
ed not to have published new pamph-
lets showing the condition of the
schools, until some rule revision,
were enacted, so the alternations int
this respect could be incorporated in
the. publications. Annualiy the boaad
issues a statement fe,- distribution
depicting the studs of affairs in
every educational depaitment.
The board secretary was directed
to fix himself up a special book, in-
to which will be etooree the amount
of fines collected hem the school
teachers monthly when the latter are
tardy without ca•oc, in reporting to
their rooms daily. No record has
been kept of these fines, end to irbow
what be. names of the virdey, and how
pmucharede°..gle.cted, this no. vcdo me
rep 
 bdoor
—The president scitified the bcOrt1
that he would turn into the treasury
by the next .geastin,. tb that ikads
n pane 141;Iiin by the-Insurnestse
companies to indemnify the trustees
for the loss sustained when the win-
dow glass cracked at the Washing-
ton bulding. /account ths heat from
the Mrs. 'deify home adjoining.
when this residence was partially de-
stroyed by rue some weeks since.
When the Paducah Contractir.g
Company oenetructed thc new if qr
kinky building in Mechanicsburg.
Siso of the contract price, was held
back from tbe contractor,: by the
trustees, mid! there was put in bete
ter condition the inferior plastering
done upon 'he walls ofthe new struc
ture. Now the old plastering ha.
Continued on Page Five.
CANNOT INTERFERE WITH
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
THAT IS WHAT PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SHOVILD HAVE TOLD
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT, DECLARES SENATOR CARMACK
—CHIEF EXECUTIVE MADE MISTAKE IN MEDDLING
AFFAIR AT ALL—PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES WILL
STAND PAT—TEXANS IN CONGRESS APPREHENSIVE OF
BAILEY'S RE-E.LECTION. .1
Washington. D. C.. Dec. 4.—Dis-
CUYS011 of the Japansese saltation by
members of congress discovers the
fact that the Pacific coast senators
and representatives will stand pat in
the gontention that the federal gov-
ernment, by treaty or otherwise, can-
not interfere with the local manage-
ment of the public schools. In thug
contention they arc upheld by the
Southern members unanimously, as
well as by many others. Senator
Carmack said that he thought the
president made a mistake in meddling
with :he matter at all.
"He ought." he said. "to have told
the Japansese government kindly but
firmly that the matter of public edu-
cation in the state of California was
a matter that belonged exclusively to
that state and one Oath which the
government of the United States Had
no right to interfere. Every govern-
merit entering into treaty relations
with this government is presumed to
have at least a child's knowledge of
our constitution and that no provieion
of this constitution can be repealed or
modified by treaty. I think that the
Japanese government understads flits
very well, and that the whole trouble
grows out of its disposition to be
bumptious and fussy. • I do not know
of anything more shocking to all just
conception of the nature and character
of the treaty-making power than the
apparent dispo:dsition of the. adminis-
tration to regard the treaty-making
clause as a distinct grant o WC?' to
abrogate the' rights of the states by a
bargain made by the president and a
foreign government by and with the
advice and consent of the senate."
Fear Bailey's Defeat. ,
Texas represonratives in congress
arc distinctly depressed by thednea-s
from Texas of the reitenation by the
state attorney-general of assertions
that Senator Baiky received loans,
fees and favors front the Waters-
Pierce company. They apprehend the
senator's defeat for re-election not-
withstaoding his choice by the pri-
mary election.
Causes Surprise.
One of the big surprises in the
batch of nominations sent to the Sen-
ate yesterday was that ,of Oscar R.
Hundley of Huntsville, Ala.. to be
district attorney for the Ntirthern
District of Alabama to succeed Thom-
as R. Roulhae, whose term expires
December 7. Judge Roolhac is a
democrat and was appointed , four
years ago, about the time Judge
Thomas G. Johns was placed on the
the Federan bench in Alabama ors
the endorsement of Booker T. Wash-
ington. Judge Jones is also a demo-
crat and Alabama politicians believed
that Roulbac woukl be retained in
office. The appointment of Hundley
marks a decided change in the policy
of the president toward Federal of,












 IN T HE CIRCUIT COUR
T GAVE .A
POSTPONEMENT TO BLACK
 NELL, TOLLEY AND WAR
REN,
WHO ARE CHARGED WIT
 H FLEECING THE ROBERT
SON
BROTHERS OUT OF $795 I N CASH—
COURT FILED AWAY
THE INDICTMENT CHARGIN
G ED SCOTT WITH MUR
DER-
ING J. R. STEWART DUR
ING A FIGHT IN THE RED
 LIGHT
DISTRICT ON WEST COU
RT—THEO PETERS WAS
 AC-
QUITTED OF THE CHARG
E OF MAINTAINING DISORD
ER-





In the circuit court yesterday J
udge cused of obtaining mo
ney by false
Reed granted a contihuance un
til the pretenses.... Anot
her similar bill
next term of court, to D. N. Black
nell, against them was eo
ntinued until the
Tom Talky and T. Is Warren, 
who next court, they bein
g charged in
are jointly accused of fleecing 
Es M. this with selling back 
to Sands, some
and Frank Robertson out of $79
5 by a of the latter's stolen
 goods. for sixty
'green goods" scheme. The ac
cused cents.
all tiled an affidavit, setting up t
he fact Albert Rogers, wa
s given one
that evidence of certain peo
ple was month in the county 
jails for stealing
necessary in the case, and in o
rder an gvercoat, pair of sho
es and outer
depositions could be taken from •
hese coat, valued at $30, fr
om the delivery
parties, the postpoiwnient was
 given, wagon of B. Weille 
& Sons, Rogers
The Robertson 'Bros. live 
near
Union City, Tenn., and clai
m that
Warren, Tolley and lhactnel, i
nduced
them to come to this city 
and buy
some "green goods." The 
trio are
of near Lexington. Tenn. The Robe
rt-
sons came here December 15t
h, 1905
and parted with $325 Ion that 
occasion,
while on May a8th nese the
y came
back here and claim to have 
eepar-
ated with 1470 more. The 
brothers
contend they were to get $
5,000 In
passable "green goods" fs
e
When the Robertson's 
tame 
here for
the deaf, they were taken to 
the St.
Nicholas hotel and there conten
d they
turned over their good coin,
 and sat
in a room waiting for the "
green
goods" when Tolley and 
Warren
skipped out, and were not s
een any
more until arrested two nionths
 ago
down near Lexington. Tenn., 
by De-
tective Moore, and released on bond.
The court filed away the ind
ictment
charging James M. Elliott, 
former
coal merchant of here, with f
orging
his mother-in-law's name to an o
rder
lot $30 and getting Liveryman J
ames
Glauber to cash h. Elliott no
w re-
sides in Texas.
There was continued ir until 
to-
morrow the indictment charging 
Vir-
gil Holcomb with stealing $too 
from
the cash drawer of the steamer 
Ken.
tuck on which craft Holcamb 
was
employed for a while as third clerk.
Hen:y Seamon. Harry Johnson and
George Brownell Were excused 
from
further service on the petit jury
.
Continuances Ciiven.
Continuances until the next term 
of
court were given in the followin
g
cases: Phil J. Abbtht, former t
eller
of the American-German Nati
onal
bank. Clyde Greenwase charged with
cutting George Fort; Walter Tho
rn-
ton, charged with stealing $43 from 
J.
id. licDearmon; George Allman,
charged with maliciously cuttin
g Al-
bert Rogers; Charles Snell, the ba
r-
tender charged with Walking up
 to
W. M. Rawson of Ehzabethtown. 
III.,
line night, at Fourth and Broache
ay
several months ago, and knotkl
ig
down Rawsorn, whom Snell t
hen
viciously stamped in the faee 
until
Itawson.was nearly unconscious; 
Gus
'Armstrong, charged with slas
hing
Charles. Lawson with a knife dur
ing
a fight nne night several months
 ago,
at Pourth and Madison streets, ove
r
'Armstrong's sweetheart, whom L
aw-




Indictments filed awa,v, to be 
re-
vived when accused are caught, 
were
as follows:
Will Hickman, son of the forme
r
mayor of Owensboro, who iss charged
with 1: realing a pistol from the room
of Gordon Edmondson, who roomed
at the Lemaing home on No
rth
Ninth street where Hickman 
was
visiting at the time. Hickman 
Is
charged with obtaining money und
er
false pretenses, by selling the revolver
for $t.2.5 to Carl 'Wells, the pressi
ng
club man of North Fourth street.
James Wilkins who is charged with
*shooting Tom Jackson during a figh
t.
Ed Scott, who is charged with mur-
Vering J. R. Stewart, a plumber, 
by
shooting him through the sto
mach
one night last winter during a fight 
at
Xenth and Kentucky avenue, Stewar
and others beine• eneaeed at eating
st sandwich at the restaurant on tha
t
corner at the time, when Scott and
lathers passed, and yelled at Stewart,
asking him why he didn't cat the
whole restaurant. A fight ensued,
-when the fatal bullet was fired. Ste
w-
art's body was sent to his forme
r
home in Philadelphia for burial. Scott
as acquitted in the police court of
murder, and fined for shooting in
sudsien heat and pashon, but the
grand jury took it up and indicted
him for alleeed murder. The witnesses
being out of the city now, Judgt
Reed yesterday filed the indictment
away, to which Scott exceptcsz, he
wanting it dismissed, but the judge
w;ants it filed so it can Ise agaA
n
brought up if the witnesses arc ever
found to testify.
Both Boys Acquitted.
Ernest Oz-mont and Wood Jones
were both acquitted of the eharue of
ctealihg some groceries from J. T.
Sande and selSnie them to ff. B.
Collier fore$1 by claiming the articles
belonged 'to them. They west ac-
,
being employed as delivere
man at the
time.
Eillie Barnes got ten days
 in the
cotnyy jail for trying to 
steal a hol
of ribbon from the Kirby
 store. She
was detected while tryi
ng to put is
under her skirts, and held 
by the
proprietor until the police 
arrived.
There was re-set for next 
Saturday
the case charging Tim N
alligan with
stealing $35 from Berth B
urger.
Novy Burnley was fined 
$25 and
costs for disturbing publ
ic worship
out in the county.
Jim Doolin and Henry 
Brewster
failed to show up when the
ir case was
called, and their bond wa
s declared
forfeited, and ordered paid
 into court.
They are accused of stealin
g some
valuable rope from the 
Ayer-Lord
company's tie barges over at
 Brook
port.
There was dismissed the 
indictment
charging J. T. Norfleet 
ith passing
on Grocer Frank Rodfus o
f Fifth and
Jackson, a $s check with t
he name of
Jeifnie Cowsert attached t
o it, and
which it was conten8ed was 
forged.
Theo Peters was acquitted o
f -the
charge of maintaining a 
nuisance in
the shape of a disorderly 
saloon at
Eleventh and *roadway. wher
e he did
business before the city boar
ds look
hist license away% 
•
Cases Passed For the Day.
The case passed for the day, on
 ac
count absent witnesses and 
other
causes, Were:
Sam Lerbel and A. V. 'B
auer,
chargal with ringing a diso
rderly
saloon at Ninth and Washi
ngton
streets.
Ed Cloonan Illinois Central 
rail-
road engineer. charged with- c
utting
the throat of Saloonkeeper H
arry
'Allen, ,,during a fight they had
 one
afteknoon last spring, at Eight
h and
Broadway. while both were c
oming
down into the city in a crowd. 
Allen
claimed Cloonan made a dis
paraginy
remark about a young lady relati
ve of
Allen's, and the latter knocked 
down
the engineer, who pulled hi; knife
 and
slashed Allen's throat that *as 
laid
wide open.
Sam Leibel. who ie charged wi
th
shooting at John Muller, the paint
er
nt Ninth and Kentucky aven
ue, as
result of a misunderstanding they
 had
ahen Liebe] accused Muller of ma
k-
ing damaging remarks about him
.
Leibel fired three times, but miss
ed
'Muller.
Richard Wadlington, charged wit
h
assaulting another with intent to 
kill
them.
E. 0. Eddleman, charged with ob-
taining mnney under false pretens
es,
by seWing to another articles nnt 
his
property.
Petit Jury Sworn In.
When he opened court yesterday
morning Judge Rend Swore in the f
ol-
lowing fctit jurors to try the diff
erent
cases earning before him; I- Reber
 E.
P. Sinfpson, H. L. Harrieon, G.
 W.
Bennett, J. L. Thompson, Gus 
G.
Singleton, J. M. Rickman, Albert
 Du-
rraj.`• V L... 01(14. C. L Thainlap, W.
:4'. TT. Dunaway. J. 'L. Davis, S. H.
Harkey, J. H. Derrington, Tho
mas I.
Barry, Harry E. Johnson, A. D. K
ing
R. L. Eley, G. W. Brownell, C
harles
E. Gridley, M. E. Jarboe, B.
 • M.
Gri th, T. R. Housemen, 'Hen
ry Sea-
mon, Charles Frederick, F. E.
 Fort-
son, J. B. Harper, 51 W. Adc
ock,
Harry L. Judd, J. E. Broc
kman and
J. W. Grimes. At the dose
 of court
in the afeernoon, Jurors B
rownell
Seamon and Johnson were 
excused
from further service on acc
ount of




There was dismissed the su
it of
Stcyer against Bradshaw, 
therein
plaintiff claimed that Bradsh
aw and
others owed him money as r
esult of
cutting some timber.
An answer was filed in the li
tigation
where E. B. Woodward sues S
. J.
Billington for $to,000 damages,
 on the
ground that.Billington falsely arrested
Woodward on the charge of steal
ing
some money from the Billington 
borne
where Woodward went to de
liver
some enlarged pictures while the own-
er was away from home.
MALONt IWO
TO GAAND JURY
ANSWERS TO THAT BODY FOR
CUTTING LESLIE
PARK.
Ed Williams, Colored, Given Contin-
uance of Charge of Slashing
Ed Barris.
C. C. Malone was yesterday morn-
ing arraigned in the police court and
held to the circuit court grand jury
In $300 bond for cutting Leslie Parks
NLonday night on Fourth near Broad-
way.
Ed Williams. colored, was given a
continuance until today of the war-
rant charging' him with maliciously
cutting FA Burris during a general
tight. Mary Thurman was given a
postponement until today of the
breach oathe peace charge, she bei
ng
mixed up in the trouble.
Grace Beatty and B. Carroll airs
gisen continuances until tomores;
of the charge of adultery. The war-
rant was gotten out by the woman's
husband.
Less Perkins was dismissed of lie
disorderly conduct charge against
him.
•Hen Ford was fined $10 and cost;
for being drunk and disorderly, while




Sheep Buyer Put in Jail for Mu
rder
After Fight With Officers.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 4.—After a 
des-
perate fight with officers. duri
ng
%shish he was shot several times 
and
wounded several of his pursuers
, A.
R. Sibley, the sheep bnyis who 
is al-
leged to have murdered and robb
ed
B. M. Cavithorne and J. W. F_
alston
and another rancher on three succ
es-
sive days in Valverde county,
 was
captured last night in the mou
ntains
near Sanderhon and is now i
n jail,
believed to be mortally wounded.
The circumstances attending t
he
n•urder are said to have b
een al-
most identical. Sibley purchased
 large
herds from his alleged 
%Slims. le
each case the seller delive
red the
stock at Del Rio, received a 
chscle
which he promptly cashed, an
d latcr
was lotted mastered and rob
bed.
The murders, a hich caused 
interew
excitement, were at first attribu
ted to
feeling growing out of tbe a
rrest of
alleged reiolutihnists. The 
disappear-
ance of Sibley directed su
spicion to-
ward him and he was purs
ued. He
was overtaken in the hills a
nd a dee-
perate fight followed.
He was not taken ,until 
he had
wounded several of his 
pursuers snd
had been rendered helpless 
by his men
wounds.
The "Mother Room" of Ch
ristian Sci
ence Temple, Boston.




scot was of stucco, pic
ked out with
gilt. A white onyx tibl
e in the cen-
ter of the room bore 
a white onyx
lamp with g.lt trimming
s. Of white
onyx, too, was the 
mantelpiece. A
gilt book case in the corn
er was filled
with white volumes, titl
ed in gold—




it were passages from 
'Science and
Health," signed "Mary B
aker G. Ed-
dy." and verses from 
the Gospels




the room—was a paint
ing of a chair
and a table: at furnit
ure like this so
a legend beneath it to
ld. "Science and
Health" was written. An
 alcove room
with a white maple 
"bedroom/set"
opened on one side of the 
door, and on
the other a' toilet room,
 complete, ex-
cept for a bath tub, in 
every partic-




railed off with a ribbon
 "so that no
visitor might sit in the
m; an eider-
down rue; and stained gl
ass windows
of mystic symbolism. 
Before the
central window, which 
shows a wo
man writing hung sa 
Grecian lamp.
The whole effect was 
ornate; every-
thing wa. heavy with 
decoration; even
the plumbing in the toilet 
room was
gold-plated.
The pilgrims looked abo
ut in utter
silence; no one spoke a
 word until
the door opened to s-h
ow that the
I two minutes were up. Th
en a woman
approached the guardian of 
the door
way.
"I have been 'here thre
e times," she
whispered. "and each I
time it has
seemed more wonderful t
o me."
"Ale" said the guard, 
on an in-
Ssniesi Sirens), "it reflects 
purity."—
MhClure's Mae,* '




as effeminate to ride in a 
saddle. The
modern saddle, with pomm
el, crupper
and stirnins, was unknown t
o the an-
cients. Nero gave out 
fancy 'cover-
;nes to his cavalry and t
he bareback
inners of the German forest
s used to
There are some thines that
have to take away from a man to
you laiveh at them Sa
ddles with trees
came into nse' in the fourt
h century,
make him appreciate them.
'LAI • 1 is ' 4 •
PER t',EN . hr
TOTAL REVENUE
REPORT SHOWS THAT BUT
THREE STATES HAVE FUR-
NISHED MORE MONEY
Washington, D. C., Dec. 4—Ken-
tucky furnished to per cent of the to-
tal internal revenue collectionss6f the
United States government in the fiscal
year icon, which ended on June 30
last. Chilly three states, Illinois, New
York and Indiana excelled her as a
resesn- nssducer. The collectors of
the old commonwealth turned into the
fen -•
of U4,169.083.68, an aggregate for the
country being $249.to2,738. Kentucks
s o • • cond in the production of dis-
tilled spirits, furnishing 29,645,335
gallons out of a total for the United
States of 150,tta19e.
The Louisville district produced 14.-
174,770 gallons, ranking sec?yd, the
Peor.a III., district standing at the
head of the list. Kentucky produced
47.639,909 pounds of smoking and
chewing tobacco, ranking fourth
among the state*, and of this the Lou-
isville district furnished 42,857,308
pcfunds; this quantity was exceeded by
only one district, the Fifth Missouri.
More money was expended in Ken-
tucky during thi yeor in the detec
tion of internal revenue frauds than
in any other state, the same being
$1o,983.85; the total spent under this
bead in the country was $94,280.
CURIOUS FACT AND FANCIES
In Germany, during May, hundreds
id children run about the streets wit
h-
out hats on when it rains, as it is
generally believed thsa May rain 
is
most healthy, and that when it falls
on their bare heads the children wil
l
grow quicker and gaol in strength.
ii France a man under as years of
age, whose parents arc dead, an
d
whose grandfather or grandmother
 is
alive, cannot marry without the wr
its
ten authority of both, or either, 
of
them.
The natives of the Sandwich Island
s
estimate women by their weight. T
he
Chinese require them to have def
orm-
ed feet and black teeth. A girl mu
st
be tattooed sky-blue and wear a 
nose
ring to satisfy a South Sea isla
nd-
er. Certain African princes r
equire
their brides to have their teeth 
filed
into the semblance of a saw.
The Japanese farewell, "Sayona
ra "
meant something like "If it 
must be
hose" or"If we must part O
tto. so be
it" Kissing and shaking hands
 are
rarely practiced in Japan.
That marriage is a lottery is n
ot
merely a fissure of speech in the p
rov-
ince of Stnoleusk. Russia; i i
s an
actual fact. There four times 
every
year a lottery is held, the capit
al prize
being a young country gi
rl, with
sometimes a good dowry in 
sheep.
The price of a ticket is about
 85
sets. At a single drawing 5.00
0 tick-
ets are sold. He who is for
tunate
enough to draw the lucky tick
et has
his alternabve—he may marry the
 girl
if she pleases him, also gaining 
there-
by $4.250, in addition to whate
ver the
girl brings with her as dowry:
 or if
the "prize" in question does n
ot please
him. he can turn the ticket ov
er to h
friend.
The Tartars regard onions
, leeks
and garlic as perfumes.. A 
lady of
Tartary will rub a piece of fre
shly cut
onion on her hand's and over her
 coun-
tenance to enhance her attrac
tions
In Scotland it was long c
ustomary
to place on a man's tom
bstone the
symbnls of his trade; and in 
burying
grounds tornbstones so or
namented
are to be found. Thus, at the
 Abbey
of Dumblane, a sugar cone
 may be
seen als showing the grave 
of a gro-
ves.: an ax and saw, wit
h harrater
and nails occur on the 
grave of a
carpenter: and an awl and
 hammer
on that of a shoemaker.
Wee thiined Spanish women 
learn
to handle the sword from t
heir earl'est
years and as a restilt they 
have ad-
mirable figures and an eas
y walk.
T. any Wf'it is snown as a
pay-wedding is occasionall
y celebrat-
ed, at which the bride 
receives her
cruests with a basin befor
e her, and
each person entering depo
sits a jewel,
a silver spoon OT a piece o
f money in
it. In some parts of Germ
any the rule
is that the expenses of 
the marriarse
feast shall he met by each
 guest pay-
ing for what he eats or 
drinks. The
prices paid for viands an
d drinks are
high. and the young c
ouple often
make a handsome profit 
out of their
wedding, realizine a sum 
otite suffi-
cient th start them ni
cely in ,life.
Sometimes as many as ,too 
guests are
present at such weddings.
Semiatudity is common in 
rural Ja-
pan, and furthertnore it is 
retarded as
being resnectable and 
healthful.




a never left alone with hi
s fiancee.
elle et stales a heirut:fid Voilne
r aid
of tweets, has just committed 
sticide
by drinking a cup of cof
fee in which
phosphorus had been 
dissolved. It
annears that the oirl 1,,r1
 t••••• sfsiyen
to the deed by the 
aelyerge errei.netitgi
of nei
stirrups three centuries later
.1 she ha given her sweethea
rt a kiss.
-wammair qws
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let an Mild the hous
e; yes pay for it an yen
pay tent. Yecent lets in all parts of t
he city. Nice lots ea the
proposed car eatosion en Broad to su
lks depot and an Aar.
streets trues tip to $us each. Bay
 now we installment pins
while chew. Yds is the ItIghwit groun
d Is the city. Property Is
envoi/dug rupilly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE C
O.
INCORPORATZD.
t 'lard D Sanders ties. and Mgt. Phone ylla.
1. 
Mat ill, Et ngt r Co.
'()
r/ ke ad 'al rilerS.
nn k R.
J. W. HUGHES aul
GENERAL INSURANCE





.• %et, t's4011111 4110
asessenslisi
It Is neither economy' nor good tas
te
to put a poor cover over A good set 
of
works. _
A good case lsalways advisable, par-
ticularly if the works are first class.
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From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham




The First Time Thair Pictures Have Ever
Beau Published. , FREE 
TheEvening Post has for several yearn endeavored to secure pictures of all Kentu
cky
C.overnors and has at Last succeeded in securing them through the assi
stance of the Ken-
tucky State litstoripal hOciety.
Its order to place these pictures in a 'permanent form, they have been arranged in a
group in an am-to-date All., showing, Kentucky with the Lates
t census, pictures of
all the preaidents of the United States, Rulers and Flags of all nation
a, steamship routes.
statistical data, history or the ituato-Japan War, also late maps of the enited states, Pan-
ama Canal, F.astern and Western Hembyhere, reports of the last
 three national (A11111111
and much other historical information.
T it mikes owl inollothlo Athos Is PRIM to ALL eVEJOINO
 MIST StlitIlatIliaR.S.
If mot moor • 11116•Oriber egad 53.00 furs run year's subscript
ion by mail or 12 ao for iris
month's subscription. Uuderataad that theme rates ar
e by mail only and that the sub-
scriptscan prior by Carrier or agent LI toccata pe
r week.
The Evening Post publishes six or more editions daily
 and the latest edifiou is sent jo
each reader aocordisig to the time that it will reach the
w.
The Evening Poet is first in everything and
 has the most Mate news and best
market reports.
For all the people and against the grafter.
Independent always.
For the Hume.
CEO Earning Wet LouseviLte. KY.
 -10111111
111111Wate
Steam and Dot Water peatino,
this 133. 220 N. Third





,p1 LISH CLAIMS GOODS WERE F" triUTW/ CHILD'S AWFUL
HIS FROM SHIPMENT ON T
HE GALLOWS sKIN HUMOR
DEMAND OF THE REV. RAW
-
LINGS THAT HE BE HANG-
ED RENEWED AS END
NEARS.
JUDGE REED YESTERDA
Y ORDERED THE PETIT JURY T
O
ACQUIT JAMES E. ENG
LISH OF THE CRIMINAL CHARGE
OF CONVERTING TO H
IS PRIVATE usg $1432.50 WHICH
WAS CLAIMED BY WI
LLIAM NUMSENN & SONS COMPAN
Y
OF BALTIMORE—IM
MEDIAT ELY AFTER ACQUITTAL M
R.
ENGLISH FILED SUIT 
FOR Stoop° DAMAGES AGAINST
THE NUMSENNS' ON 




Quite an unusual point of 
law wee
yesterday passed on in the 
circuit
court by Judge W. M. Reed, in th
c
case %%here Janice E. English, 
form-
English set up the claim that inas-
much as the articles were hi•s from
time of shipment, the damage money
was hie and he now simply owes the
NumSenn people an account equal to
erly manager of The Kentucky 
opera the value of the articles. His poi
nt
bouse here was chargoil in an i
ndict- was that keeping the money w
as in
mem with converting to his private his 
legal rights, and that he did- not
use $1432.50 that 1%/tur-- Nnmsenn &
 convert to his use anything belon
ging
Son* company of Baltimore. M
ary- to the Numsenn's, but imply 
owes
land, claimed belonged to them. 
Engi them.
lull contended the money belong
e3 td 4 The Numsenn's had him indicted
 by
him, and in sustaining this cont
ention, the grand jury, and when the
 case
_lodge Reed ordered the jpry t
o ac- came to trial yesterday, Judge
 Revd
-quit the accused o5 the i
ndictment sustained the contention of M.
 Eng-
lish, and iNstructed the petit jury to
English was in the comtni
odon bring in a verdict of "Not guilt
y" to
brokerage business here severa
l yerrs the charge of converting
 other's
ago, and was the Paducah re
presenta- money to his private use. 
The jury
tive of the Numeenn firm. 
English brought in the verdict, but 
Common-
sold local nx•reliants much goods t
hat wealth Attorney Lovett dis
agrees
were forwarded to him by the 
Bahl- with the court, andstook an a
ppeal to
more house. During transit the 
goods the appellate bench, of the 
decision
were all ruined by a wreck whic
h oc- that the goods belonged t
o English
curred tils on the Louisville 
division from time they.left Boston.
 The corn-
of the Illinois Central rail
road, over monwealth attorney an
d Numsetut
which line the cargo was comin
g here. assert that the cargo was 
thk props
English settled with the railroad 
corn- arty of the Baltimore house,
 that they
paey, which paid him $1.432.5o
 for the should have the $1. 434.
50, and also
damaged articles English kep
t the that English did not buy
 the reticles
money. The Nurnsenn first 
claimed outright, but simply acted as 
an agent
the coin belonged to the
m, but kir the Numsenn's.
English refused to turn it over, 
.,n the Hon. Hal S. Corbett re
presented
ground that when the Numsenn
 firm Mr. English, and immediat
ely after
put the good* upon the train a
t Bait?- the jury acquitted his clien
t of the
mere and forwarded them 
here, the criminal charge of conv
erting an-
goods belonged to English from 
time other's money to has use. 
Lawyer
they were brought out of 
Baltisnore..Corbett, on behalf of En
glish, filed a
therefore when they were 
destroyed suit for Smoot) damages ag
ainst Num-
during the wreck. English w
as the stem on Inc ground thet 
the indict-
proper party for the railroa
d to pay. mem and criminal p
rosecution was
the aamage• to, as it was h
is property malicious and unsearran
ted
BOOK OF ESTIMATES
Appropriations Required to Run 
Gov-eminent Sent to Congress
thashington. Dec, 4.—The secre
tary of the treasury ha, transmitted tg
congress the book of win:sates 
of appropriations requires for govern
ment
service for the fiscal year ending Jun
e 30, 1408. The following 
table
shows the cormates, together wit
h the appropriations made by congress






for 1908 for tcio7.
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5Permanent annual appropriation' 
  14= 
126.26057
20088 155.1173hh
' Grand total% 
e . • . $68n.ost+.4 53 $701•551•300
N.
A Warning by Wire.
• While Wilbur, Nesbit was fin
ishing
his humorous Ave!. "The Gen
tleman
Ragman." he was spending a 
few
weeks in a country town in Ind
iana.
He had sent nearly all of the 
revised
manuscript to his publishers, but
 cer-
tain details of completion of plot 
had
been the subject of discussion b
etween
himself and o friend connected 
with
the publishing house.
One day a telegram for Nesbit 
Was
received at the telegraph °grim 
It
read:
"What arc you going to Alo ab
out
Alone Davis and Pinkncy Sanger?
"
Annie is the heroine of "The G
en-
tleman Ragman:" Pinkney is the 
vil-
lain if there is one in the book
. The
local ielegraph operator per
sonally
delivered tlw message, and 
Isilesbit
wrote this .reply:
Will marry Annie Davis and S
hoof
Finkney Saltier as soon as I 
return
to Chicago::
The operator stared at Nesbit 
won-
deringly when he read the mes
sage,
but Nesbit did not fathom that 
stare
until the morning when he too
k tile
trues home, when the village 
marshal
stepped up to him and said. me
anin-
e
"Mr. Nesbit, I would advise 
you,
as an officer of the law, sir, not 
to do
anything rash when you get to 
Chica-
Christmas in Bethlehem.
Shepherds still watch their flocks b
y
nighr during the Christmas s
eason
around Bethlehem. It is the m
ost
peaceful scene in all the Holy 
Land.
Yearly they watch the procession 
of
.pilgrims that wends its way from
 the
Church of the Holy 'Sepulc
her
through the Via Dolorosa, out th
rough
St. Stephen's...gate. where the m
artyr
was stoned to death, and across 
the
plains of Bethlehem. All night l
ong
the footsore travelers, who have 
gath-
ered from every part of the 
world,
may be seen trudging by starlight
 t




It is related of Joseph Cheate, that
when he was a very young man, just
starting out to practice law, he was
once retained by a shopkeeper to de-
fend him in a suit for damage
s
brought by an employe. Unfortun
-
ately for Mr. Choate. his client lost
his head completely under cross-ex-
amination, furnishing evidence so fa-
vorable to the prosecution as to result
in a $3,coo verdict.
• The merchant was. nevertheles
s,
highly indignant with his lawyer for
having lost the case, and when they
encountered each other at the court
room door he-blustered:
"If I had a son horn•an idiot. T'd
make him a lawyer." -
"Your father seems to have been of





The attorney-general of Texas
claims to have proof that United tates
Senator Bailey received various s
ums
of motley presumably as counsel fee
s,
from the Waters-Pierce Oil company,
and that he borrowed $8000 which yeah
audeted by the Swndard Oil com
pany
A few weeks ago the senator un-
qualifiedly denied that he had ever 
re-
ceived money from either of the com-
panies, and it is believed yn Austi
n
that if the attorney general's ch
arges
are proved Mr. Bailey will be defeated
for re-election.
Different states have different stan
d
erds for their senators. For e
xam-
ple, if it could be proved that Platt
and Depcw never did anything wors
e
than borrow $8,000 from the Stand
ard
Oil company, New York would 
con-
sider both her senators vindicated and
rehabilitated.. In any case, whethe
r
the charges of the 'Deices attorney 
gen-
eral are proved or not, the Emp
ire
state would gladly swell)" both 
her
present United States senators 
for
Joseph W. Bailey, and throw in 
half
a dozen Tammany congressme
n to
lot. Will. Texas trade?y—liew Yor
k
World.
Pleasure is valued by some •peopl
e Since last year the coil compan
ize
only because it helps them to forget of Indi




ly too per cent. •
1
. R. 
In the Technical World Magazine fo
r
December, in his article ent
itled
"Making the Ohio River Naviga
ble."
A generation has passed since
 the
original inception of the work on 
the
river, for the different eectiofts of 
the
country affected by this improve
ment
have been so jeatously anxiou
s to
have their portion of the work 
4one
first that as a result the annuar 
ap-
propriations .of congress have be
en so
split up that little of the work 
has
the secretary of. state, prese
nt. been actually com
pleted anywhere
"Where is the high and m
ighty?" alohig the line. But, i
n the face of
he inquired, pointing to 
Gov. War- diecturagemcnte whic
h none but
field's desk. • 
government engineer would have 
put
"Not here." answered the 
secretary up with, the work has be
en caqied on
in a tone of mild rebuke. 
"The Al- until six dams at the 
upper end of
mighty is One who can ma
ke some- the chain have be
en started. The
thing out, of nothing. The 
governor nuot important of t
hese is the Fern-
can't do that." 
bank dam, and there hue been n
o de-
"Well, he came blamed near 
it when lay in the work on thi
s structure since it is very pungent and not agreeable
be made Jim Smith a 
justice of the congress pledg
ed to spend over a .0t some American palates, though
peace, down in _our cou
ntry."—Bohe- endlion dollars 
in its covsuuction. highly prized by the Chinese.
mian. 1 
/ This dam is situated a few 
miles be-
. 
Although called a salad, the shoo-
low Cincinnati, and is about
 half com pang is a formidable dish, and in the
bilL6
fOR X-TOUIS buyeRs
Some of our up-to-date wallpaper
in all cakes and designs, from We
cents net roll up.
WE WILL SELL AT THOSE
PRICES FOR THE NEXT a
WEEKS ONLY.
BUILDING PAPER.
Enough to cover a room far soc.
75c and Si per room. Make your
room warm and comfortable while








Call and examine our line and get
first choice of the Big Bargain
prices in pictures of every descrip-
tion from the tiny water colors to
the handsome hand painted postale
and water colors large and small.
Some nice Pictures in the line.
Special price To cents.
Picture frames and piano mould-
ing in all colors. Picture frames
made to any size on short notice.
Special priced frames to cents each
to $1.50 per frame.
.••••••••••••••-
Window shades in all colors, made
to oeder in any size, on short
notice.
TO GILT liHESE PRICES MENTION THE P




Take This Suggestion" I
As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great,Delight and Satisfaction
MAKE IT A RULE TO SAVE EOMETHING EVERY DAY, AT
LEAST EVERY PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVING§
IN THIS BANK.




barricaded his house and fou
ght off
the besiegers, who sougbt to se
t the
house on fire until daylight 
drove
them away.
After the arrest of the Ra
wlingsee.
Moore, the negro, turned st
ate's co-
dente. The, case has been 
fought
through all the courts.
All the while the former minis
ter
has been insisting upon being e
xe-
cuted. In a letter to the governor 
ile
wrote:
"I respectfully ask your excelle
ncy
not to interfere with the speedy e
xe-
cution of the death sentence. I 
am
tired of the whole business and I wapt
to be hanged as soon as possibble."
In an interview a few days ago th
e
condemned man said:
"I am desperate. I don't care any
-
thing about the decision of th
e su-
Creating a New Inland Waterway.
When the original scheme of the
government is carried out, the Ohi
o
will have sixty-eight locks and da
ms
between Pittsburg and Cairo, a dis
-
man." ance of tsoo miles. says
 J  Schmdt
Valdosta, Ga., Dec. 4.—The Rev. J.
G. Rawlings, convicted with his 
two
sons of the murder of Willie and C
ar=
rie Carter last June, will he accor
ded
the right which he has been dem
aihd-
ing for six months—"to he hange
d
by the neck until dead."
"I am entitled by sentence of 
the
court," Rawlings has insisted o
ver
and over again, "to be hanged by 
the
neck until dead, and in simple 
jus-
tice I demand my legal right. 
I in-
sist upon nu interference with my 
ex-
ecution."
Milton and Jesse Rawlings, ag
ed
19 and 17, will be hanged with 
their
father. They were jeeintly convic
ted
with him, and all three will moun
t the
scaffold at the same time, though 
the
ex-minister insists that they art 
not
guilty and ought to be saved.
"My boys are innocent," he 
says,
"but I don't believe there is a
ny hope
for them, and they ffii as I 
do—that,
the sooner we are hanged the 
better.
We are suffering more th
an death
now. The delay andhuncert
ainty are
far worse than the gallows."
Rawlings' position as an ex
-min-
ister and his eageiness to pay
 the
penalty _for his crime are 
only two
of the extraordinary featere
s of this
celebrated case. W. L. Carter, 
father
of the two thildren who m
et death
at the hands of the R
awlingses is
also an ex-Methodist preacher,
 and
the two men labored side b
y side at
revival meetings in this state 
for years.
Later they settled on 
adjoining
farms and lived as close 
friends. A
son of one and the daugh
ter of he
other were saeethearts and 
were close
to marriage, when a feud 
sprang up
between the two families
 which has
led three of the Rawling
s family to
the gallows, and sent a
 fourth son,
Leonard. 16, with Alf 
Moore, a ne-
gro retainer, to the 
chtin gang fer
life.
The feud did not resu
lt in any
deaths until the night of 
June 13 last,
when the three Rewtings
 boys, accom-
panied by Moore, the 
negro, went
by moonlight to the Cart
er homestead
to exterminate the entire 
Carter fam-
ily.
Nervous horses gave warning o
f 
Jeffersonville. Ind., Dec. 4.—Inter-
the approach of thc assassin
s. Car- s. e t in Jeffersonville and. New Albany,
rie Carter and, her brother, 
Willie, where the city court officials are mudh
le and 16 rear old, were 
killed on annoyed teY habitual drunkards, is be-
their own door step. while 
Carter .mg manifested in the preparation by
Wmlhans Freuchtenecht, democratic
member-elect of the lower hoes t from
Allen county, of a bill for the incar-
ceration of inebriates under a law
similar to that now on the Iowa
statute books. fre thinks the state
should step in and assume the custhedy
of habitual drunkards. The method
provided will be much the same as in,
insanity cases, and will require proof
to show the habits of the accused. If
found addicted fo the drink habit to a,
certain extent, the eentimission tr
have power to commit the man t
o
someplace of detention. He may
seek and obtain a parole after thirty
days s but only on condition that he
abstain from liquor. An infraction of
the parole will return the victim of
drink to the institution without neces
-
any for new trial.
preme courts I had rather be 
dead
than to stay shut up In th;s dark 
and
stifling cell another day. I don't 
care
anything about my own fate, so far
 as
it affects me personally, and I 
have
only wanted to live thus long i
n the
hope of doing something to save m
y
innocent boys. I expect to die 
like a
Rawlings looks for no mercy 
she
other side of the grave.
All preparations fur. the triple
 exe-
cution have been completed, and
 it is
improbable that anything will 
hap-
pen to postpone the condemned
 Ma
desire- to die.
Could Almost Do It.
A Southern Maryland polit
ician,
tallitig at the executive mans
ion at









ern. the prize fighter, ha
d a moment's
talk with the presi
dent today. He
was accompanied to the 
white house
hy his private secret
ary and called'
meta/to pay his respec
te.
Shoopang Salad a Fad.
Washington society has a new fad.
It is the preparation of shoopang, or
chrysanthemum salad, according to
a recipe furnished by the Chinese
minister. Chryelantheminn salad is
"food for the gods"; the piece de me-
sistance of oriental banquets and un-
der the guidance of Sir Chentung Li-
ang-Cheng, society ,misses and ma-
trons are preparing the favorite did'
of the gastronomers of the flowesy
longdotn. Here is the recipe for the
I mysterious dish:Twenty-four selected hearty of the
1 
shoopang or -Chinese chryna themune.
Twelve "fish wings," coil ps from
the flanks of the moy wen, or gunfish.
Two broiler chicitens.
Four young pigeons. 
• o
Cutlets from three lobsters.
Bake thee-fish with flavoring of .hi
hong. a spice resembling saffron.
Broil the fowl with a flavoring of
blood. another Chinese herb.
Then steam all ingredients togeth-
er for three-quarter e of an hour with
a strong infusion of the woy flower





UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIIIM•
'13he Publishers of Webster's International
detell.min In every part,..S •re-e.lited in
oasis t. t he
alkalraapilla0( it to meet the bager
sal movorer requatemsette of another geom.
We are of the opinion that this allegation
most clearly and ate:irate'y describes the
work that has been accomplifttwal and tba
terthat hair been reach
ed. Tho I xct innery.
now atanda. WS been t horoughly re.
1n every detaikall.Peen eeereetea in
jossomgooly lapt*,1 10 Meet
gamey requ,rementa of
knowleZilirshan mu y gterorattoe
mum of popular
11=stiontainea.to ade that we refer
hethe le /judicial work u or
ty iaocuraey of dedat.
that In the nre as lit the past It
MIS the Donne of constant reference.




SUWON J. Prete", •
cause= 11. HowRY,
+stem I
The above refers to wrasriczrs
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
THE GRAND PRIZE
(the ldgheat awardt_wax given to the Intense.
tIonal at the World's Fair, St. Louis,
GET THE LATEST AND BES1
Tim will be interested Snow
) 
spec-town pages. swot fres.
nronortions given is enough for eight'
M'GO ERN SEES 
PRESIDENT I pleted. It will pr
ovide harbor for 
G.& C. MERRIAM CO.,
POOL MOVERS,




and the water above this 




l icourse  of iaclied foa b nquet. ,it 
SPRINGFIE mug 
always be sufficient for na
vigatiT, is nossible to prepare it in a chafing
whatever may be the amount
 in t e dish, but a Mongolian cook seems to
lower part of the Ohio. 
When this be essential for a successful concoc-
has been finally accomplis
hed a long tion. Those who have tasted the salad
step will have been made tow
ard mak- , pronounce it delicious. Many of the
ing the Ohio river naviga
ble. ihwredients cannot be obtained out-
It is comforting to 
remember that
though we may not 
amount to mit:11
just at present. our 
children's children
may be member; of 
a great society
that we unconsciously 
stirted.—FIlr-
isla Times-Union, ,
Screamed with Pain Suffering
Nearly Broke Parent's Heart —
Twelve Years of' Misery— Doctor




"I wish to inform you that your
wonderful Cuticura haa put a atop to
twelve years of misery I posed with
my eon. As an in-
fant I noticed on
his body a red spot
and treated Nano
with ctiffereatrem-
edies for about five
years, but. when
the spot began to
get larger 1 put
/ of doctors. UnderI him tunier the care
their treatment the disease a .read to
four different parts of hie . • The
longer the doctors treated him • - won*
it grew. During the day it would get
rough and form like scales. At
would be cracked, inflamed, and hedly
swollen, with terrible burning and ash-
lag. When I think of his suffering, it
easily breaks my: heart. His screams
could be heard down stairs. The suf-
fering of my son made me full of misery.
I had no ambition to work, to eat, nor
could I &lege.
"One doctor told me that my son's
esteems was incurable and gave it up
for a bad job. One eveniog I 
wonderfularticle in the paper about the 
Cuticura and decided to give it a trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
Is worth its weight in ad; and when I
had used the first lxix of Oktment there
was a great improwalliNith, and b? the
time I had INN mad set of
curs Soap, Ilitesnlvent my
child was lk now twelve
years old, klk Wei and
salooth as ilk. Stela-
man, 7 Ekorrillir!ue, Balooklyne
N. Y., April 16, MIL"
Weirm, bow =it..
Ossolde errol aaa V3 Tweense Ow,
•••••Sa 
Ansi Itellaxte Los,
vest. (is usu. (h=b6.1441*Ilas Par dal
.4e) may be brill at in ariew Supsertrase mew
Pus. Dna a Mum On*, Ode rife,




PrOposes to Introduce Law Giving
Commission Power to Imprison
Habitual Drunkards.
Bride's Leap for Luck.
At a recent wedding at Holy
 Island
the bride leaped "for luc
k" over an
ancient stone that formed the
 socket Prof. Charles Elliot Norto
n, the
of St. Cuthbert's Cross, 
erected in the translator of Dante, cele
brated his
ninth century. Had she fai
led tp do eightieth birthday at his 
home ;n
this it would have been 
considerfd art Cambridge recently. 
He is in ex-
ill omen for her future life, 
eellent health, Arr etikia
1 side of Chinatown, and the high pricesof most of them place the dish beyond
the reach of the ordinary household.
 •
In response to a request from
Henniker Heaton, M. P.. the postmas-
ter general has furnished a return to
show the increase in our foreign post-
age since the year 1877. Returns for
the United States in 1877 are not
available, and the year 1881 has there-
fore been given. In that year we dis-
patched to the states 7,795,000 levees
and postcards, as contrasted with t%.
,506,00o in 1905. In tfflitt we received
front the United States 7.4165.000, as
















Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year S5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25'
One week to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tale-
phone Cumberland yr&
Wednesday Morning, December 5.
The Fight .Aoainst Vice.
The good citizens of Paciecah are
at last aroused to their.sense of dtity
in regard to making an organized ef-
fort towards suppressing vice in; the
city. It is high time for thee to
come forward for things have reached
!he point when -"abbe officials take
the sides of the harlots and others
who are constantly violating the law.
On every hand one hears officials,
chaVved with the enlorcement of the
haw saying -What shall ne do with
the women?" The Register will an-
swer that question Yankee-fashion
by asking the officials, what shall we
do with the thieves, the house-break-
ers and other criminals? It is none
of the officials' business as to what
becomes of the scarlet women but it
is the business of the police to see
that they do not carry on their crim-
inal careers in the: city and turn
their home into dance halls and beer
gardens. Where do th polite get the
idea that the harl:es .se entitled to
arty coris;clerat.on whatever? Who is
it or s.liat is it that makes the polite
, no solicitious of the brazen bawds
that have led riotious lives in this
city. To argue that they will con-
tinue to live in sin as they have for
centuries past does not mean that
they are to be given the privilege of
flaunting their vulgar and indecent
presence upon the people of this city.
For centuries the world has been
full of thieves and murderers, but is
that any reason why they shotld not
Se imprisoned and puoished? If the
police will assume the same atitude
towards thieves that they have to-
wards the harlots ,and refuse to ar-
rest and imprison them, it would
not be six months before a liitizen
could not walk upon the streets of
our city without being knocked in the
bead end robbed of his valuablts. It
!has certfinlY been demonstrated to
the public that the harlots of Pa-
ducah have been give,s1 full license to
do as this, pleased, and it went on
until the people arose asid desiauded
a reform along those lines. The peo-
are determined to call a halt on
things in this city and The!
Pie
SOMe
'Register is prepared,to say that un-
less the police cease their whining
oboist what is to bect)rno of the
tbawds, and live up to their oaths of
office by strictly enforcing the laws
Asermething sensational is going to oc-
{Ur.
As the good people bave the Har-
lots on the run, the nexs move is to
go after the gambling hells and force
them to close. There is pleniy•
work to do, and The prompt organi-
nation of the other wards in the city
for the puropse of bettering the mor-
als of the city is a healthy sign that
'before many weeks 'Paducah will
bave a compatt organization not only
to suppress bawdy houses and gam-
bling hells but to devote some time
and attention to ascertaining just
why men charged with the enforce-
ment oil the la* have not been
performing, their .cluties.,
There must be something radical
wrong about the tax collecting de-
partment in Louisville. According to
the Evening Post the amount owing
by deliquents for idoy is $43.0441,
and for too& it is $244 134.25, an in-
crease of over $200,000 in ten years.
The total of back taxes unpdid tor
thc)tcn years is over one million of
•dollars, a largs portion of which is
etilectible. .
1 .This calls to mind 'that since thecity of 'Paducah went law the sec-
ond class cities, and the charter con-
taining a provision by which the city
can collect back taxes, that nothing
ha a been done towards collecting the
back taxes further than for the gen-
eral council to order the legal de-
partment to proceed in the inattet.
Much money is due the city from c!-
linquents for the past four years, and
i.nless the city desires to set a prem-
ium on the non payment of taxes, it
should proceed vigorously against
the delinquents and collect the memey
The Chicago Chronicle hands out
a piece of advice to conspirators
that may be read with profit by all
uho do not fight in thc open but
censpire together to betray tpeir fel-
lows, or to wreak vengeance cin
, those who may stand in their way.
The Chronicle skys:
"In view of certain recent happen-
ings in the criminal court it is time-
ly and permisiible to remind per-
sons who have been guilty of conspir-
acy or who may contemplate con-
spiracy that nearly every conspiracy
has its "sequealer."
"This is true of conspiracies in
general, but it is especially true of
conspiracies which have for their ob-
ject the deprivation of other people's
eights or the subversion of the law.
"In such conspiracies exposure
means the penitentiary and as those
who engage in such conspiracies are
cri the very nature of things cow-
ards as well as crintinals it is inevit-
able that one or more of the con-
spirators will seek to secure heir
own safety by giving up their as-
sociates. Such is the practically in
variable history of such canspirja-
When the statistics show that the
railroads of the United States are
killing over 70,000 persons each year
is it not time for the peopls to
awake to the danger and unite in a
oemantl for laws more stringent. and
Lir the enforcement of them to the
letter. We do not wish the rail-
roads any harm, but we would be
glad to see more safegtisrds so pro-
tect the people from harm.
Price of a Trust Victory.
(Chicago Examiner.)
The trusts were forced to expels.]
more than one million dollars to con-
tinue the party of corporate privilege
in power in New York.
This is not conjecture! It ir a fact
shown by the sworn statements made
under compulsion of law, to the sec-
retary of state by the Republican
managers.
They are worth reading, not merely
for the evidence they furnish of the
lavish use of money in the campaign.
but for the conclusive proof they of f
of the uniform and plutocrats to the
people's ticket.
Here are a few significant contribu-
tors to the fund administered by Mr.
Timothy Woodruff:
J. Pierpont Morgan d: Co R20,000
(The same firm gave $s000 to
. the nominators' judiciary
ticket).
Levi P. Morton -  ass000
Timothy L. Woodruff of type-
writer and salt trusts  10.000
Andrew Carnegie  5,000
H. B. Hollins, a trust director 5,000
John D. Rockefeller, Jr  , so=
J. W. Gates of the steel trust  2,500
Chauncey M. Depts.;  2.500
Thomas F. Ryan  2,500
Kohn, Loeb & Co.  2,500
Chas. M. Schwab steel trust  2,000
W. E. Corey. president of the
steel trust   2.000
These arc a few sample names
drawn from the list of larger contrib-
utors to the Republican campaign
fend. Few need any introduction or
any definition to the average intelli-
gent American. They are notorious
as the buccaneers of industry, the ad-
vancing and conquering marshals of
monopoly.
And here are some of the lesser











In that list are the leaders of the
railway trust, the builder of the sub-
way. representatives of the sugar and
copper trusts, a director of the Stan-
dard Oil company, and a firm of bro-
kers, one of whose members went to
jail on accusation of improper negotia-
tions with members of the United
;States senate.
In certain of his speeches Mr.
Hearst said:
"The best proof of the sincerity of
my opposition to trusts is the sincerity
of the trusts' opposition to me."
The list of the contributors to his
opponent's campaign fund adds an
emphasis to this,
the Renfro family, which stands as
one of the leading in the land. The
Paducahan's grandfather had four
sons, one of whom was Dr. John
Renfro, one of the most celebrated
professional men in Europe. Anoth-
er son was Mr. D. M. Renfro, the
they shall do in order to get service 
father of the Paducah merchant, while'
from them. It is the people's duty to
tell the corporation what thit must
do business with the people.
This company has been given fran-
chises worth $250,000 for about $5oo
and still they are not satisfied. They
keep on digging us for more and if
you don't wake up they will get it too.
You have read about municipal cor-
porations being sublect to rapidly
changing political influence and they
are bound to be used as nesting places
for active politians, etc.
Do you sec any more danger to the
public from this source than having
a private corporation operate our utilf-
Indianapolis, Ind.. Dec. 
ties in politics?
E. Royce, member of the common 
It is ancient 'history that nearly all
corporations provide a yellow dog
council from the Tenth war‘Wwi a
dieted by the grand jurylaobt pa, 
kiRnd to corrupt our city, state, and
national legislators. And if all cities
charge of Indirectly having an interest would operate all public utilities,
in public contracts while seraing as when they elected their city official we
a member of the city council. would be assured that they would
It is claimed that Royse .acted as represent the people and not the
publicity agent for the Iffepublie corporations.
Yesterday afternoon President
Wilhelm and Secretary Taylor of the
board of public works, accompanied
by City Engineer Washington, made
a tour of inspection of the recently
graded and graveled street along
!Hays, Sowell and Jarrett streets in
Mechanicsburg and found that the
work had been perfected according to
the plans and specifications. From
there they came down and examined
the new concrete sidewalks on both
side; of Jones between Tenth and
Eleventh streets. This improvement
was properly performed also, and
during this afternoon's weekly meet-
ing of the board comes up the ques-






The Crescendo Club Meets With Miss
Virginia Newell Tomorrow—
Social Affairs.
One of the most charming • musi-
cales ever conchicied ftr-this cif t was
that of last evening b the !Caner
Musicale club at the Eagles' 'Home
on Sixth and Broadway. The` large
building was crowded with about 150
people who whiled away many'oappy
hours as guests of the hotiiitable
ladies of the club,
A fine program was rendered in the
avelitorium, in rear of the parlors by
Mrs. James Weille, Mrs. Will Clark,
Mrs. George B. Hart. Mrs. Stanley,
Mss Julia Scott, htlasses Psayiear,
Miss Adah Brazelton, Miss Mayme
Dryfuss, Miss Shelton, Mr. Robert D.
M.acMillen, Mr. Emmett Bagby.
After the program a recept40 was
held in the parlors, and there then
turned away a joyful throng with
happy remembrances of the delight-
ful occasion.
Crescendo Club.
The Crescendo club will meet to-
morrow afternoon With Miss *Virginia
Newell ot her studio in "The Inn" on
North Seventh street. A fine pro-
gram will be rendered.
Wonsen's Club.
The Woman's club *ill meet to-
morrow afternoon at The Palmer
parlors, and during the session there
will be announced the members of
each departmental committee.
Carpe Diem C
Miss Katie Grogan of Trimble near
Tenth street will entertain the Carpe
Diem club tomorrow evening at her
home.
Box SociaL
The box social will be given tomor-
row evening by the Lodtes' Mite
society of the German Evangelical.
church, at the parsonage on South
Fifth near Adams street,
Annual Ban.
The Red Men gave their annual •
ball last evening at the hali on ‘North
Fourth street, and a very large
crowd was out enjoying the diversion.
Meeting Postponed.
On account of the absence of the
regent "from the city, there has been
post, poned next Friday's meeting of
the D. A. R. The session was,to have
hien with Mrs. Bettie Bomber of 
contract you are compelled to sign
Eighth and Jefferson streets. When 
before you can get them. The sn-
•
creased cost is also very noticeable and
it s held the officers iv!! be elected. in exciting a great deal of unfavorable
INSPECTED WORK 
I comment. The old contract was ba
enough. but what do you Omit of th,
new. You must agree to take light -
New Graveled Streets, and Concrete for one year and to pay one dollar
Mdewalks Gone Over by per month meter rent whether you use
Board. . this amount of electricity or not. (The
old comoany charged eo cents if your
bill fell below two dollars.) quite an
improvement don't you think? Under 
ceryman of Third and Jefferson
no circumstances can' you break the street, is to be congratulated by his
contract while they reserve the right friends on coming in for a large share
to discontinue service at any time
without notice. You also agree if
you violate contract that you will pay
one dollar pzr month for the unex-
pired term of one year including the
cost of construction expenses incurred
by the company on your premeds.
You further agree not to permit any
one other than their employes or per-
sons d •Iy authorized by law to in-
insect their wires, etc. I suppose this I "talc.
is to prevent you from employing a' 
Yorkshire is the old family home of
meter expert to examine meter and
connections. How long are you going
to stand for such one-sideded bust-
ness? When are you going to be a
man and loyal citizen*Icisetand op
for your rights? No corporation has
a right to dictate to the people what




The Document Is Neatly Bound and
Contains Many Expresaions Re-
garding President Themes.
Every official and employe of the
Paducah headquarters for the N., C.
& St. L. railroad, together with ever,'
other attache of the entire system,
has received a neatly bound memorial
volume published in respect to the
;fon. J. W. Thomas, late president of
that road. The Paducah attaches yes.
tcrday received their copies and
naturally, all are exceedingly proud
of their gift.
Mr. Thomas started at the bottam
rung in railroad life, and gradually
rose until he occupied the presidency
of the N., C. & St. L. until the first
of this year when he diejl at his
home in Nashville, Tenn. The
volume published is covered with
black, indicative of mourning for the
beloved executive and valued coun-
tryman, and besides containing the
biography of President Thomas. in-
cludes expressions emanating from
prominent men of the country on oc-
casion of his death, also copies of
resolutions adopted by leading or-
ganizations, and excerpts from news-
papers and periodicals published the
country over, in mentioning the gen-
tleman's demise.
Incorporated in the book are talks
from Superintendent W J. lills and
Roadmaster 1. 0. Walker, both of




Do you rennet:Ks. when the new com-
i any took charge of the railway and
light plant what woillerfol improved
service they were going to gore us?
In other words they were going to
promise? We are paying the same
sery
give.ctis an up-to-date car and light puRcuLLiToompsoN
What have they done to fulfill this
car fare and had to force them to
furnisn half-fare tickets for the chil-I
Lren. The old cars make as much' 407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH KY
th++++1-1-1-toi-sh+-isis stoh..4
CHRISTMAS
THREE WEEKS FROM TUESDAY.
THE WISE SHOPPER WILL START THE BUYING NOW.
'& Racket, Store
IS BETTER PREPARED TO SUPPLY YOUR WANTS THAN AT
ANY TIME IN THE STORES HISTORY.
THERE'S A MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF USEFUL AR-
T/CLES AT SUCH ATTRACTIVE PRICES THAT WILL PROVE A
BIG SAVING TO THOSE WHO TRADE HERE.
Some uggestions
LADIES LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS FROM sc TO soc.
CHILDREN'S HANDKERCHIEFS 3 FOR 5C. 3 FOR soC AND
5C EACH.
MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS ALL WHITE AND COLORED
BORDERED, HEMSTITCHED AT 5C AND toC.
A LOT OF MEN'S COLORED BORDERED HANDKERCHIEFS
WORTH UP TO ma s-aC AT 3C FOR YOUR CHOICE
MEN'S JAPONET HANDKERCHIEFS 5 AND soC.
GLOVES
MEN'S SILK INITIAL HANDKERCHIEFS as AND soC. THESE
ARE FINE VALUES.
BOYS IMITATION FUR GLOVES soC.
BOYS FUR TOP GLOVES soC.
°YOUTHS SIZE GLOVES sac.
ALL SORTS OF FABRIC AND KID GLOVES FOR LADIES.
FANCY GOODS
A LOT OF DUTCH PILLOW TOPS—FORMERLY
25C.
BIG LINE PILLOW TOPS READY FOR THE PILLOW AT 25C,
efIC AND ,soC.
TAPESTRY PILLOW TOPS AT 35C, 411C, soC, 75C, glIC THIS IS
A FM LINE OF ARTISTIC GOOD&
BIG LOT JAPANESE, HAND-MADE TABLE COVERS, SCARFS
AND CENTER PIECES IN ALL THE SIZES
WE SHOW A FINE LUIZ OF FURS AND FEATHER BOAS. I
noise as formerly and would not be
SUI TON ACCOUNT
E. 0. Thompson Claims Sits From
Mason Stanley on Account
E. 0. Thompson yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court against Ma-
son Stanley for $115 claimed due for
goods plaintiff sold defendant.
Thompson transferred the debt to H.
J. Thompson, and Stanley failing to
pay it off, E. 0. Thompson pow sues
for benefit of T. j. ThompsOn.
THEY DO THINGS DIFFER-
ENTLY IN INDIANA
Councilman Arrested for Aving
Interest in a City Contract
at Indianapolis.
4.—Harry
Cresoting company and for the Na-
tional Bitumen company, paving con-
cerns having City contracts. Royce
is chairman of the finance committee, 
—The axle of Mr. Finis Lack's
was arrested ared!'later re-/ 
automobile broke while he was yes-
leased on bond inthe suns of 
$4000. stert edeat.ys passing Third and Adams
permitted to run in an
city. I believe there was
said about mulling them
ago but we have not heard anything
more about it lately.
How about the lights, can you see
any improvement in the 'cry e ?
There is only one thing noticeable in
regard to the lights and that is the
LINENS
SOME VERY SPECIAL VALUES IN TABLE LINENS, NAPKINS




MR. J RENFRO, THE WELL KNOWN GROCER OF THIRD AND
• JEFFERSON STREET. LEAV ES NEXT WEEK FOR NEW
YORK, FROM WHICH PLACk. HE SAILS DECEMBER FOR
YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND TO CLAIM HIS PORTION OF THE
Sa.000poo ETATE LEFT BY HIS UNCLE, DR. RENFRO. ONE
OF THE GREATEST MEDICAL MEN OF ALL EUROPE—THE
PADUCAHAN DIVIDES BETWEEN HIMSELF AND SIX




Mr. J. Renfro, the well known gro-
of a $4,000i000 estate left by his un-
cle Dr John W Renfro of York-
shire, England. MT. Renfro has had
his lawyers working on the matter
for the past year now, arid he him-
self leaves the last of next week for
New York, where he sails on the alit
instant for Yorkshire to establish tits
identity and claim his portion of the
the two others were prominent peo-
ple of that country.
Mr. D. Ml Renfro moved to this
country when he was a young man,
and engaged in business at different
places. Four years ago he died at
Elizabethtown, Ill., and was buried at
that place. He was one of the physi-
cian's brothers and father of the Pa-
ducalten.
Dr. Renfro passed away about two
years ago, and the Paducahan, to-
gether with other heirs, have had their
lawyers at work for the past twelve
months straightening out things so
each could claim his part.
The physician never married, pass-
ing his days in bachelordom. and ex-
pired at a ripe old age. Of his broth-
ers only one is left, while the por-
tion of the estate which would go to
the other brothers passes by law to
the latter's children. There are sev-
en in the family of the Padticalhan,
and between them will be divided one-
fourth of the entire Istoonocio estate.
At this rate each of the children will
get something like $140.000. One of
the brothers is Judge Renfro of Car-
bondale, Illstlanother is Chief Clerk
Renfro of the City 'national bank of
Cairo, another is a large cotton grow-
a 5C NOW
tie Osceola, Ark., while others are
engaged in farming.
The Paducahan moved here eight
years ago from Elizabethtown and ;e
one of the city's most substantial and
sterling men of esteem. 
Thelawyers in Yorkshire have
worked the cave up to the point Where
it is now necessary for the heirs to
put in their appearance over in Eng-
land, and for this purpose the Pada-
urban sails twin weeks from the com-
ing Friday. lik expects to be gons
about two months on this mission.
MAY LOSE HIS OFFICE
FOR EXPOSING GRAFT
Republicans Threaten Governor Hag-
erman of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. NC, Dec. 3.—An at-
tempt is to be made to oust Herbert
J. Htgerman, the young governor of
New Mexico. Charges are to be filed
against hint with President Roosevela
and his resignation demanded.
Chagrined at the governor's reform
movement which has resulted in the
discharge of several territorial officials
for allged grafting, the party leatleri,
headed by W. H. Andrews delegate
to congress; II. 0. Bursam, chairtnaa
of the mepublican territorial committee.
and Mayor W. H. Llewellyn, a form-
er officer in the Rough Rider reg-
inent, have marked Mr. Hagerman
for slaughter. The principal charge
against Governor Hagerman is that
he has disorganired‘the republican
party in New Mexico by his reforms
and that for the good of the party he
must go.
—ThOrnton H. Ltratevy of Marion,
Ky., yesterday filed a petition in
bankruptcy here, giving $1,5oo liabili-
ties, and no assets.
ii—The high school football team
yesterday presented a fine pipe to
Me. Roscoe Reed, who has been the
club coacher that helped the boys
win SO Many gaines. The present


















































































































E KILI,INGS OVER ABOUT OLIVE CAM
MARION, TILL., NORTH OF HERE ELECTIONS
EPUTY SHERIFF THROGMORTON AND MR W. T, KOERNER,
ARRIVED HlatE YESTERDAY FROM THAT SETTIC014, LOOK- NEW OFFICERS NAMED LAST
ING FOR HTLNRY ANDERSON, WILL GARLAND AND JOE NIGHT, BE INSTALLED IN
MURRAY, A LL COLORED, WHO ARE ACCUSED,OF FATALLY JANUARY.
SHOOTING MARSHAL DALEY - OF _i_S_PIPAIr.r. OWN, ILI.-.1
NEGROE:: KILLED THE SHERIFF QP
UTY THR OM/ORTON GOT WORD THA+
, . 
fr TheryHE.jo
LAST SAT' O'RDAY NIGHT—AFTER AR.RIYA . t -1 -
..1 CA ...s .
JUST NO iliaH OF MARION. AND A
OF BUS/ A SHORT DISTANCE
SECTIO' /11 OF THE COUNTY AROUSE
'Crime and . murders are rampant
over about Sipillertewn, Ill., close to
Manun. Jw g North of here on the St.
Louis divi sion id the Illinois Cen-
ral railro: id, actordiog to Depot 
tut'i • M. Threntmorton of Marionim
• W. T. Koerner, of Ilarnis-
. • , -who are now in the city
int fot Joe Murray. Henry An-
-sou rid Will Garland alias Will
oh, an colored, who are accused
Iskilli sig City Mar 141 iii janars DalcY
f Sp' itertown. lam Saturday night.
turd* ; a general fusilade which fol-
lowed i the attempt of the tnarshal to
Ace the drunken marauders under
I' t. rt Meows Thrormorton and
Koe pier arrived here yesterday from
Sim lameetown Ill.. having traietted
an the section opposite here in South-
er, s Illinois looking for the *whirs&
1/1 two Illinois offictrs are now via-
every negro settlement in Paths-
a . looting for the trio 4
On reaching here Deputy TimIg-
a Porton telephoned over eh Wag (ba-
lance line to the mayor of 'Sp town
to see if ally new developments had
red, and while talking, the may-
informed the deputy that since the
tier left, two more killing• had oc-
curred in that section, both happen-
ing yesterday, when negroes mur-
the aheriff of Franklin county.
North of Marion and also hailed
Marshal Robert Farmer, of
Blab which is fourteen miles West
of Spillertown.
Spillertown is in the same county
as Marion. 111, which i* about sixty
-. miles above here on the St. Limit di-
virion. Spi Berta wa Is three miles
North of Marion. and every few
nights negrues working at the rail-
road camp out from town, come into
Spillerpian for a drunken carousal.
Last Saturday might a bunch of wild
duties were trying to take posses-
sion of the place. when Marshal Da-
-,,ley went to arrest them. Before he
could eseu pull his gun to fire, they
sent a sidles at him, one bullet pear-
Otssing the back and coming out in
Knights of Pythias Compelled
Postpone glactiim, on Account
of Pressing Business.
, Last evening during the meeting of
, Olive tamp, Woodmen sf the World,the pit of the at wjtiletotother
entered the back between the hips.
That occurred about to o'clotak and
immediately after the shoofiag the
morons scattered. Marshal Dare'y fell
to the ground and was helpless. In a
few moments the darkits returned,
ransacked his pockets, stole several
dollars, and made their escape. Mar-
shal Daley was carried home by
friends who Came along and found
him lying in the street. He died term of twelve months, and will be
a; their hall on North Fourth street,
the following officers were elected:
Consul Commander—Frank Roark;
Advisor Lieutenant—Richard Rosen-
thal; Clerk—Dr. M. Steinfeld; Banker
Edward Love; Escort—George Han-
eon; Watchman—Buck Whiteburst;
sentry—Albert T. Berry; Manager
for Three Years—Herman Micheal.
All these officials are chosen for a
Sunday morning. installed in their respective stations
toeputy Thfogrnorfon and Ms. trt the session the first Tuesday night
Koerner immediately started out on. 40 January.
a hunt for the three negroes, and
have visited every village and sectionj Jersey Camp Elects.
in Southern Illinois since then. The Jersey camp, Woodmen of the
thikies are very desperate characters, World, will tomorrow night elect
and the /Arian cifficers believe that 'their new o seers at the meeting to
!Wormy was the one who fired the be held in the hall over Broadfoot's
fatal shots. Last August a general grocery at • Third and Elizabeth
tight between negroes and whites streets. These new ones will be in-
Occurred at Spillertown, and two of ducted into office the first meeting
the latter killed. It is believed that night January. The Jessey camp
ittturay did this work, but it could brethren tomorrow evening also give
never be fixed on him. Deputy a big reception and social.
Throgmorton says seven killings arel
accredited to this single desperado.' Did Not Elect.
Murray, but sufficient evidence could! The Knights of Pythias lodge in-
never be gotten against hint it &maul tended holding its annual election of
that he did his work under cover. lofficers last Monday evemng during
The sheriff of Frarlihn cmou y. 04- their session, but on account of s
ly took his offic last Mod*. 1641 much other pressing business de-
met death thirtyssix hours after bc-! wending immediate attention, com-
ing ITS office. 2es:iodine to theoloag. ins before the brethren, they post-distance message the Sphlertnà poned the elections until next Mon-yor sent Deputy Thrognrorton test uay evening. For the past two gath-night erings, nominations have been madeThe latter says that eleven killings
for the different places, but thishave 'happened in that county since feature
September. Ad all arc accreted to
closed.the bad Negroes 1k hi) infest tisselhap
for the new railroad being bait out i
Eagles Elect Tonight.from that sits%
The Lodge of Eagles' will tonightAbont twenty officers are out scour
nig the country looking for the three a their home on Sixth and Broad-
negroes, and all are prepared for way, select the officer: to acne dur-a
bloody battle if a (stature is effected, I ing the ensuing twelve months.
as Deputy Throamortcn sass each or
the darkies have several guns apie:e. Masonic Lodge.
and have annonrced they will t,attkl Plain City lodge No. 449, met last
to the death night and elected one applicant for
IL OF LATE IPASSFO AWAY
of the preliminaries, is now
 . Initiatioo and one for affiliation. The
conferred CO me
candidate and the F. C degree on
fumy.
CAPTAIN BUSH WITH DROPSY
DOCUMENT PROBATED IN THE
COUNTY COURT AT SMITH-
LAND
The Fatate Goes to His Widow and
st Her Death Shall be Distributed
Among Chilctren.
'Information from Sinithland yes-
tarday was to the effect that the day
Mare in the county court, there
probated the will of the late
in J. W. Bush, the prominent
attorney, who ded soddenly three
weeks ago of heart trouble at his
residence in that nighboring city.
Th document provided that every-
thing should go to his wife who is
his second wife, and at her death the
estate is to be equally distributed be-
tween the captain's children, there to
be deducted whatever advancement
he may have made to any of them
during his life. The iota-meta also
stipulates that the captain's sisterdn-
law, Mrs. Mick Nichols, shall have
$t 000 life insurance, and if this is not
agreeable to the widow, Mrs. Nichols
shell then have free of charge, two
years rent of the large island in the
river in front of Smitkland, and near-
ly all of which island belonged to
"Captain Bush. US& Nichols, is the
sister of Mr. Btoh's second wife, and
made her home with them for
years.
The will provides that the executor
shall be the deceased's son-in-law, At-
' sooty Charles Grassham of this city.
4
NEW LAW FIRM.
Attorneys Wilton and Landrarn Form
,Phrtnership at Sinithland.
zik.
' ttorneys George W. Larrdram and
Es Wilson of Smithlancl, have form
a partnership to practice their pro-
lusion, and taken offices in the Clop-
ton building at Stnithland, Mr. Wil-
son is the former county attorney of
Livingston, while Mr. Landram is the
former county clerk and master corn-
indesioner, both of whom are very
strong and able lawyers and will in-
crease the lessidstame palroeage each
ihms:.ireccivedi heretofore. The firm is
the leading one of Smithtand, where
both hate resided for many years.
MR. JOHN WATSON DIED YES-
TERDAY MORNING ON
NORTH SIDE
Mr. and Mn. William Davidson Lost
Their Little Son in Boise, Idaho.
—Brown Child Died.
Mr. John Watson, aged so years,
died of dropsy yesterday morning at
2 o'clock; at his residence on Sixth
and Harris streets, where he has lain
ill for marry weeks.
He was a man of many friends who
deepty deplore his dissolution and ex-
tend their sympathy to his 'bereft wife
and three children. ,
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
the funeral was held at the residence
followed with intermnt in Oak Grove
cemetery.
Former Paduca.han's Son.
Word from Boise, Idaho, is that
Thanksgiving Day, there died Marion,
the a-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. B. Davidson, after an illness
with membraneous croup. Mrs. David
son is popular in Paducah, before mar
riage being Miss Hattie Quarles, one
time teacher of the Franklin school
building here..
Little Brown Boy Expired.
The two months' old son of •Mr.
and !sirs Charles Brownsof 63I Mad-
ison street, died last evening, the date
of the funeral has not been Stt.
One thousand five huidred ounces
of metal will be used' re'the silver
service to be presented:1A the new
armored cruiser Washington by the
people of the state after which Ose
ship is named. The serfice is corn'
posed of fifty-thre.. ,pieces. and will
cost $5,000. The chlef pieite is the
punch bowl, in the shape opsrallot
ornamented with a figure representing
Triton, the trumpeter of gokelile.
A curious custom prevatls sir;(the
German navy when the sidloossAty-
ing served their 'time, pass iptoOthe
reserve. They don the dres'el-ve
flark"--Nalso used on a similar...4mA-
skin in the anny---and
strtlitts wearing caps with ri,69
which reach to the ft-mind, other, 
bons being attached to the
carry. 
 cess\ititty
E. A. degree was
candidates.
—The Eastern Star members elect
officers at torughf• meeting in the
Fraternity building
ROYALY IN OVERALLS
WORKS IN FELT FACTORY
- --
Rich Brother of Gaekwar of Booths
Gets Position in New York.
Binghanipton, N. Y., Dec. 4.—Carry-
ing a dinner pail and wearing over-
alls, Jah Pundit, a fellow of the Uni-
versity of Calcutta, and a relative of
the maharajah of Baroda, India, is
daily doing his ten hours' work with
the other employes e the Binghamp-
ton Felting Wbrks. He came to this
city with the Shrimant Sampatro of
Baroda, a member of the Maharaiah's
staff, on his recent vir:t to this coun-
try, to pay a visit to Merritt J. Cor-
bett a local capitalist, who made the
Indian ruler' acgnaintance abroad.
While here he. expressed a desire to
enter the factory and work with the
employes in order to gain an insight
of. American industrial ideas. Mr.
Corbett obtained 3 pOSitiOn for him.
The royal workman is independently
wealthy.
"The coastwise lights of England,"
of which Kipling sings, have been in-
creasing in brilliancy as well as in
number ever since the dawn of the
nineteenth century. In that dark age
weary mariners crawled into port by
the flickering glare of twenty-five bea-
cons and six floating lights; now they
may glide safely into haven under the
powerful beams of 880.
At St. Osyth, Essex, England, an
ejectment order has been granted
against a tenant who, it Was stated,
had paid no rent in forty years.
II DAYS VACATION
AS X-MAS HOLIDAY
(Continued from Page Ono)
been gone over and psneerly
and a wool-. was mad: •,o allow the
contracto:s the them, 311.
this lost Ls QM' sate n accouro 'Jr
all the committee not having yet gone
op and viewed the repair work. It
was decided to allow the balance at.
the next session, when the balance
of the committee examines the form-
er bad places that/have been repaired.
It was ordered that too new desks
be thought for use. in the crowded
rooms, and they will be ordered to-
day by mad from the Handley Fur-
niture Company of Grand Rapids,
Mich.'
There was filed the report of Sup-
erintendent Fred Hoyer of buildings.
showing what work he had done dur-
ing November upon the different
structures.
The board elected Miss Goheen to
teach in the new room at the Mcj
Kinky boilding, and Nliss Bryant to
teach in the new one at the Washing-
ton building both rooms having to
be crested to relieve the congested
condition of ovsrcrwded rooms.
The trustees allowed Frank Young,
a small boy, Usti :or helping Pro-
fessor Shrieves in the science depart•
merit of the high school. There is
some minor work that can be done
by a lad in this department, and
greatly relieves the professor, and
Young has been chosen to do this.
Miss Lorena Brandon was alIcesed
gto.so balance of salary due her for
tervices, before she resigned on ac-
uount of ill health. The lubstisoles
only get $1-So per day, and this $ot.
so is the •difference between the 'Ws-
stitute's pay and the regular salary
Miss Brandon got while in the service
Chairman List of the finance corn-
mititee reported that $6.96499 was in
the school treasury November 1st,
$701 i.66 collected during November
Irony the state, leaving a balance De-
cember 154 of $14076.65.
The November payroll of the teach
era was allowed, it amounting to U-
SG-AM *bile miscellaneous bills of
Siostess were aikwrd also.
Miss Fannie Stanley. Mrs. Ansi:
Oliver Jones and Miss Claire St.
John had applications In for positions
in the schools, but there being no
vacancies at present the documents
were filed fur future reference. Mrs.
Jones is the mother-in-law of Mr.
Fred McElwee and taugh for many
year. in the college of Honduras.
tsios Coolies, has taught for fourtten
yeArs in the county. and is now suii-
t?enting at the Washington building
for Miss Mary Owen Murray. 'eV it
omit account of sickness. Miss !.t.
loam is a last year's graduate of the
high school.
The applications of Anthony How-
ell and John Jack were filed for pee.
ii4ions as janitors in the schools.
The regular janitor of the Garfield
building is away, but as it is not
known whether he intends return-
ing, no one has been elected to fill
the place.
When the meeting opened last
night, President Williamson opposed
rustee Wm. Byrd longer sitting in
the body, making a strong speech,
&ke the many others in which he
has unsuccessfully fought Mr. Byrd,
but the majority of the other mem-
bers voted for Mr. Byrd to continue
his seat, and thereby thwarted the
president's efforts. By a technicality
Mr. Byrd was disquaistied two weeks
alter he 'went into office the first of
this year. He was then chosen to
fill out the unexpired portion of his
term, up until last election day, when
Albert Metcalfe was elected by the
people at the polisfi, to fill the bal-
ance of this two year term, which
will end January 1st, r9o8. Last No-
vember Mr. Byrd was elected to fill
a full new two year's term begin-
ning the first of next January. suc-
ceeding Louis Petter. Williamson
did not want Mrs, Byrd to sit in the
board until after nest January, but
the balance of the trustees voted that
-he should remain until the end of
this year and go right on then into
his new two year's tenure. Mr. Met-
calfe did not appear to qualify and
assume his seat last night.
Superintendent Lids presented his
monthly report, showing the attend-
ance, supplies needed, asking about
the length of Christmas holidays, and
smirgestiag the truant officer, all of
which matters were acted On, as stat-
ed above.
n 
..-WARRANTS ISSUEu..:: PERSONAL MENTION. 4fr.
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Attorney Thomas McGregor of the/ mlaw fir of Oliver, Oliver and Mc -
FOR SCRAPPERS
MESSRS KOLB, DUBOIS, CRICF
AND FLOURNOY WARRANT
ED YESTERDAY •
Alvin Atkins Warranted for Letting
His Cow Run at Large Ork
9treets•—Over Coat Stolen.
Warrants were 'soled yesterday by
Judge Dave Cross, against Counsil-
man Louis Kolb and Dr. George
DuBois, charging them with engag-
ing in a breach of the peace las:
Saturday, when .1:e two had a fight
at the DuBois drug stote on Brost-
way.
Warrants were also isued yester-
day for Judge Thomas Crice and At-
torney J. Campbell locurnoy, charg-
ing them with having a fight last
Saturday at the Bradshaw and Brad-
shaw law office on Legal Row. All
four of these parties gave bond for
their appearance before the police
court today.
Cow Ran At Large.
Alvin Atkin* white, was warranted
yesterday on the charge of violating
the city ordinance which prevents
cows from running at large upon the
public highways. His bovine was
taken up on the street by Lyeurgns
Rice, the official cow catlike for the
city.
Clothing Stolen
C. L Parker of Saler', Ky., in-
formed the authorities yesterday that
sometime the night before his over-
coat was stolen from the Hart
Hous cn North Fourth street, where
he stopped. It has not yet beers re-
covered.
VICTORY FOR THE RAILROAD.
Illinois Central Not Obliged to Stop
at Small Stations in Mississippi,
Says Supreme Court-
Vilashingtrm. Dec. 4—The cue of
the Mississippi Railroad Orissurtfsioon
vs. the Illinois Central railroad, in-
volving the right of the state to com-
pel through trains to stop at small
Stations, was decided by the supreme




Prevents and cures chapped rose
akin. Makes the skio soft. =Kind
and white. Removes all blemishes
caused by the cold winda.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
bRUG STOWE.
Gregor is here from Benton on busi-
ness. He manages the branch in that
city of the firm;
Mrs. Mamie Cooley NfcMannuir
has returned from Murray where
she has been visiting.
Hon Felix Davis, the Lexington,
Tam ,attorney, is in the city visit-
ing his cousin, Mrs. Manic' Cooley,
McMannon.
Former Governor Robert ill. Smith,
of Montana, returned yesterday to
Mayfield after yisiffng Hon. Hal S.
Corbett.
Judge D. G. Park returned ',ester;
day from attending circuit stotirt
Mayfield. •
Mr. George Utterhack, farmerly of
the Walker drug store, in this' city.
but later of Blaudville, has gone to
Arizona for his health.
Major George atmders, of Mayfield,
was here yesterday en route to Me-
tropolis.
Miss Eugenia Parham of Mayfidd
is visiting here. •
Conductor Charles.. Blaney and
wife yesterday returned front visit-
ing in St. Louis.
Mr. Samuel Livingston returned
yesterday to his home in Memphis.
while his wife remains for it several
weeks' visit to Mrs. Abe Living-
won.
Mk Adolphus Barrett and bride of
Louisville, returned home yesterday
after visiting the. fortner's uncle. Mr
Barney Cavanaugh, the newspaper
man.
Ella Christian of Bandana,
Ky. has returned home after visiting
Miss Iona Konetrks.
Mts. Mary Strong of Shawnee-
town, Ill., went home yesterday. She.
has been visiting the Misses, Cree-
mens of Trimble street
Mr. James E. English. who has
been running t commission house at
Fulton, goes from here to Memphis,
to start one and reside.
Miro George Thompson and daught
cr, Juliet. go to Kansas City. Mai.
Saturday to visit several weeks
Misses Hattie Hale and Agnes Car-
ney of Mayfield, are visiting Mrs.
L. A Albritton.
Dr. S. A. Bookhammer of Atlanta,
Ga.. is visiting his brother, Mr. H. J.
Bookhantruer the barber.
Mr. and Mrs. James Emerson of
F-airleville. Tenn., are' visiting their
daughter Mrs. John Newhouse. '
MS. Gilbert Bailey has returned
from Memphis. and taken a place
*ids rournoy brothers.
Mr. Edward Skelton of Madison,
Wis.. has mgved here to reside, he be-
ing a fine musican.
Engineer Ambrose Mercer yester-
day went to Central City on a hunt.
Judge Wm. Marble was in Prince-
ton yesterday.
Mr. John Webb left for Hender-
son. yesterday.
Mr. Joseph Bishop is in. St. Cita--
.les. Ky., on business.
Mfrs. Emmett Holt of Trim 
street ha4 returned from Hazen. Ark
where list week her sister, Mrs. Hoes
tort. diedi of fever.
Mi. Wm. F. Horton. the saddle:-
maker, has gone to Chicago to locate.
—Miss Annie Smallraan and Me.
Wm. Levan were married yesterday.
by Rev. eter Fields.
—Captain Austin Owen, the steam -
boatman, yesterday morning waa pre-
sented with a fine boy baby by hig,
wife at their home on Madison street
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Houser of nearl
the city on the Mayfield road, hav.•!.
a new boy baby.
Asa.. 4464 eirc,
Souvenirs!
FREE' AUCTION• TODAY FREE!
AT
1 WARREN & WARREN'S
OF 403 BROADWAY
WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY.
Advertise in the Register and get results
Now is the time for you to fill youi c "al ho-ise. Lump 13c, Nut 12c
13?s1 Kentucky ana Wino& Coal
Also dealer in LIME an CEMENT- Agent tdm Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. 'KING OF CEMENT"
II At Cunningham,






We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lipe.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or











Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the.
"litnr.p" so often seen is mime-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




:thest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy arything and sell everythemg.
518-220 Court Street: Uld Phase
Clem Fransiola
HOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR.. HOYER
Room Kg Fraternity Building.
:Eft 'phone Old 33! R. Residence
hone old eta.
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NC0RPORATED




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oct of Paducah.
38.00 for tha Hound Trip IsTennessee dyer & retur'
It is a trip l!lf pleasure, comfot
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave dial
hVednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jae
Roger, superintendent; Frank E
!Town, agent.
Dr. Childress
LYE, EAR, NOSE iND
THROAT.
Care and iladdence, Recap 3imi F,
Cobmibia Butliog.
urpmalog._,





• Architect and Superintendent
aoi Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Hooleeoatkist)




J'ffice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, sal
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residenoe too (Jay. uto Phone the.






Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones II.
Rootna I, a sad 3 Register Basle.
mg, 523 1-3 Broadway.
OLIVER. OLIVER & iirGREGOR
LAWYER.SSIL
OFFICES. !lentos, Ky., rear heal
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Budding.
Mow Thole :TA. Old Tb0St 484
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
LAWYER
Will practice in all courts
t ocky.
of Kt
E. H. PURYEA R,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Register Building






J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY ett REED
LAWYER&
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Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 11400:
Unlimited ticket $5.ao meals an.I
berth Indwia.
ROUND TRW TO CAIRO, PM
of five or over St.so each, without
meals; &Lao with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Arent. Phoess ea.
The ,lIcirest—Tlic majority of hrt-
is(s arc poor. I Wonder why? The
Count—I presume it is because most
of be  marry for beguty.—Chicagto
Neel.
New Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecratian of Canaan
Woods.
Canaan woods have bees desecrated
the guides and residents of the prov
ince believe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of bunters, but when
a moving picture machine was brought
into the sacred preserves of the wood.
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same estent in the world
Some weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a private car and there
was much speculation concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heber
Bishop, a railroad man, of Boston, who
has visited the Canaan woods regular-
ly for several seasons, was the leader
of the party, and with him were R. ft
Follett, head of the New England Fish
and Game association; C. Eyerett
Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist and G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, end Hartle B.
Co., of Boston.
"Must be one of theta Getting duns.'
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
piece of apparatus. Charley's opiatos
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro
List arose, until it wan explained that
the strange thing was a moving-picture
thachine. The party 1;m:carded to Jim
Ryder's camp far back in ;De woods
on one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnsen spent
one night in a cvws' neat calling
moose. About day&reak one of the
guides hurried Into this camp with the
aews that moose were answering thesis
calls. The picture machine was har-
ried out to the crows' nest, but John-
son and Follett had already gilled •
1,201)-pound bull, mempartnii 64 inches
edema the antlers. They went through
the motions of killisig the huge animal
again for the benefit at the platen
machine_
Dr. Bishop had eves better leek; be
was paddling in a Welt bark CILI104
with two guides when • moose came
swimming toward the craft around a
point. The picture machine halsinsed
to be set up on shoes, and an excellent
picture o Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was taken This was his twenty-
eighth moose. A mile of film was ex-
posed. making between 40,000 and Vie
000 single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
Restaurant Where the "Arboreal"
Tandem', of Kan Is Ca-
tered To.
A shrewd bat unscientific pasta
once oomplained that Darwin hsfl
omitted fry rahlF"Deseeet of Man" on.
of the principal facts which would sup-
port his theory of an -arboreal ands-
tor," and that was the Inherent pro-
pensity of mankind to climb tress, says
the New York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows do
scent from some simian &tweeter who
"nightly climbed his family tree, sad
os the top repoAd." one may leave
Darwinians and anti-Darwiniaas to de
side, but the fart that "Ftlibinson," the
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell-
tags and restaurants in trees, has ex
Isted for over half a century, and still
flourishes, may be taken is proof that
the mania for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered In the
year 1/1411 py a man named Guesquin.
ft was then a wild and unfrequented
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
stile or two from the pretty little vil-
lages of Retail: and Pbutenay-aux-
Roses. A lane ran Mons the stele of a
hill a little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for man,
He bought some land thereentirely for
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
limbNof the stateliest tree on his tlny
srstait4 some 30 feet above the ground,
end on these erected a slimmer house
reached by a wooden stair, where he
could sit'of an evening to smoke his
pipe and eajoy the lovely view of the
Seine Talley.
Being hardly more than a couple of
hours' walk from the great University
of the Sorbonne, It chanced that a stn.
dent who was taking a walk one Sun-
day afternoon found out the spot, was
pleased with it, and came again, bring
Mg some of his comrades. They ta
turn told othgrs. and in a few week/
Guearmin's aerial restaurant became a
favorite resort of the collegians.
Pulgue Brandy.
Pulgue brandy is described as a clia,
bolical decoction from a species of
cactus that if left on a desert island
by itself would raise a riot. Forte-
nately for ciriliza,ion, this fiery po.
tion has not become an article of come
merce, but is distilled and drunk by
low-grade Mexican half-breeds an.
renegade whites of old Merck)°, wilt
can lay claim to a useful place Is
nature only by exterminating enact
other.—Portland Oregonian.
Salt Beef Bwed.
Indicative of the radial changes thai
are being made in the British nary Is
this recent statement by the admirintri
"No more contracts for supply of salt
beef have been entered into, as It has
been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold storage takes the place
of the beef barrel.
-4•17
Touched Him.
'Did that magnetic healer do yen
good?"
"Yes, he did me good and plenty;
merely touched me, sad made me sly*
five riollars."—Holialli Post. _
•
"Edict? and Duelists" Are Barred In
Florida—Other Odd
Provisions.
Every one of the 45 states has a
different law as to voting, wad the sirs
slalom of these election laws operate
to exclude from the suarage in one
state those who retain it in another
Thus. Florida excludes "idiots and
duellists." the two classes being ap
parently inci-aeu as one.
New Hampshire excludes paupers.
defining them as these whe are re
bowed from paying taxes it Um& owe
request. Rhode Island pimps pompom
and lunseice together. Washington
secludes Indians, but not Chtnanarre;
Ovens& azoindes Chinamen, bet net In-
dims. Maine includes 'ladled' and
pampers" In one category, and Michi-
gan toeludes Indians and duellists
Texas has a sweeping provision. 11
tse,acies "Idiots. paupers. lunatics.
Untted States soldiers, seamen and
marinas." The pernme pi this provi-
slam is is prevent wildfire of army
pests in TO1113 from voting there if
they hail from ether states, and is
sot a reminder of the reeenetration
parioit for Indiana and Ohio have the
same provision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese.
the insane, and those found guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four Ciall0011. Idaho excludes Mi-
amians and polygamists, but Utah hes
no such provision. South Dakota ex
eludes those convicted of treason, and
North Dakota has Ilk* provision.
though prosecutions for tremens in
these two states are prattle:alb' eit•
knows. Mississippi groups together
in the exchtded elms "penmen, who
have not paid their taxes and blip
maiste."
Miehigan excludes the "aseestir at
duels and Minnesota Indies, "leakiest
customs of drill:atlas." Tidiness*,
ratan no qualifications as to malty
and Wisconstn excludes these who bid
ea elections In that state.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Orem of Goklen-Drown Used In
Lend the Appearazoss of
Sunburn.
"It Is a new ides." said the per
tamer. "I began it by way of a joke
It Is selling like hot cakes."
He rubbed • little of the add cream
on the back of his hand, and le, his
white, soft hand was as berm ha s
"Aloes
"Ws have become such an entot
door people," he said, "that • tine gold'
brown sunburn hi more highly prised
by us than the most delicate rem and
lily bloom.
"With this Idea In mind. I experi-
mented till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of
• gold-brown rensurn. and that would
ensapeear gradually. in a weak or tws,
as real rinburn does.
"I put this cream on the marital.
From the start It mid tremeadosuale
Men and women alike buy It And 11
is bought not only by the clerk er
steoorcrapher, who never mete opt In
the sun, but often by the rich idler,
whom life is altogether an osessoiv
one. since the latter very frequently
irunburns in an ugly way—an inflamed,
scarlet akin, blisters. peeling—and my
preparation changes all teat giving
him the only sunburn that Is worth
white. the gold Denten one.
"When I sell one jar of skin blesell
1 sell two of this gold-brewn sunburn
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vie.oue
Taste
"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pale
The clay ls a deep yellow, with s
smooth, sweet taste, something Like yel
low jack molasses candy."
The ethenologist bad just returset
from North Carolina, where he had beer
studying tke famous colony of clay.
eaters.
"They are all of English descent," a.
continued, "and they talk with s
marked English accent. They are a lit
tie ashamed of their habit. They den;
it at first to strangers. But this steam
soon disappears.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut Into roma(
cakes. Sometimes It Is breaded, an'
served with molassesor maple sirup
Sometimes, again, it Is mixed wiu
Sweet potatoes in a pudding.
"I tried it. The taste was sickeninr
to tee. I could no more have eaten th.
loathsome stuff than I could have eater
a plug of chewing tobacco. .
"The clay is found near the miners
streams. They ate it first from hunger
due to crop failures. But they eat it nos
as the Chinese eat opium, because thej
have formed a vicious taste for it."
For Charity.
He—Was your charity entertainment
successful
She—Splendid. We bad a royal thno
ail our pictures in the petit s....and
everybody sa:d we did jest lovely. We
tookn $2,000, too.
'Then I suppose :on cleared quite a
nice sum for the hospital."
"Weil—n..t exactly. You see, the ex.
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the flowers and the baneuet to the per
formers were all paid for, it left only
bibout PO for the hospital. But every-
body said it was a big success."—Bai
tImore American.
Between the Eyes.
"It will be soon enough, Was Gwirst
ple. If I return this bask the next tiam
I call, won't it?"
'Why, certainly,. Mr. Feathertop
There's no burry about it Any ttent
within the next six months Will
masa 1113=0=1:8111:3===1
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good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. •Steadiad• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples or
this famous ware. We guarantee good
- work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
- E. D. HANNAN,
Both Phones sot 132 It 4th.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business ',and
are prepared to turn out more and
beta) grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St
',reit for the New Prices.
We arc glad to hear the Standard
Oil has raised the wages of its em-
yes, though we do hope it essll -not
be necessary for the humnie coiltumer
ie turn the lamp a little lower every
'ght in order to tweak even on the





Will trat scintifically with the
eat improved inutruments and
date treatment all diseases of
Mated aninuils.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY A
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.




C. MANNINO SEARS, ILL












WHERE DID YOU BU(
YOUR-1 PIANO? 
Baldwin 's








4111151;DORN YOUR TABLE. 14(EW PATTERNS AND DEIGNS




oir SILVER ARE ALWAY S SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'it
MA= NO IIIIIFIAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OP OUR
NSW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.,
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J.' L. WANNER JILWri,1". &OP TICI AN
,pry Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FXBALDIERS
=2-11 t White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
, Wage and residence 213 South 3rd Street'













SUPZMOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING TWICIOLIT. MACHIN
MST AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO, ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. s UPT
"WINCHAMA
Loaded Black Powder Shells





lailbscribe For I he F emit r
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
Erne Tale of an averyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the 111aelleat of the
Irst open car of the season, looking
back at the long vistr_ of the street
they were fast leaving behind them
Her hands were full of impedimenta
though that word is perhaps more car
nett,' applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, a
latter and several small parcels dc
Impede one's progress, especially U
one be a pratty maid with • pride In
one's long, much berunled skirts, r:e
Mtge the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol—the first of the seamen
Loo--she placed beside her. She must
have been thiaking deep thoughts, rot
It was with a start that she Malaise
the conductor to stop the ear—a start
that showed she had almost forgotter
gar destination.
She alighted hurriedly. The eat
started. Then • Uwe nutter of the
urdeaed hands, a gasp that was al.
most audible, and an agonised con
_ractioip of the pretty brows told tilt
man Who had at beside her that sht
ttad forgotten something besides tit;
tesUnation.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an Instant he had seen, *else& arm
eld aloft Or parasol. She noddes
iigorously, &atoning him to throw
her. It was all done quickly, bu
he car, pitiless as Urns, was moving
steadily, relentlesso away from her
. be splice between it ant, ter was sou
smutty increeting.
The man hesitated. It was such
'nay parasol. Such raise of chit
She was following the car at a little
tog trot, but it was leaving bee fat
*hind It had &lama reached the
beet comer.
The man waved the parasol at the
IllittoctGr The car stopped. Every
Me watched while he ma to the cur
'sr, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot
,u thing on toe sidewalk, then rat,
ack to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grate')
eoognition. He waved his in-xtuut.
latlon, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
owe young negro stooped to pick I
p and coueteously handed It to lit,
is she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
von."
But be was not a fairy prince—they
dire always blond and blue-eyed. with
golden hair. Au the man who shou1.1
have received the tribute of her smile*
was leaving her tar behind.
For this, you see, Ls a true story
And so they did .not marry and live
happy ever after. Peritaps he was
gnarried already and his dinner was
wetting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
Now an krassican Woman Put
Through • Pirs-Killion-Dol-
lar Deal.
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader awl
the sultan of Jailors, india, is thus re-
lated by Juliet Willior 'Ibmpkins is
Ererybody's:
-She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of six
per cent_ bonds; 120,000 acres of land
extending along the 120 miles ol
track; tin mines—but here royalty de-
murred a Kttle; be thought he would
keep all the tin mines. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a momeat the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro
mote: 'for the display of the human
girt who sees her pet project in den.
gee of failure.
"Bet you are so rich, you Imo's
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
-The sultan conceded the mines
From an oriental point of view th
experience was perhaps cheap at tit
price. He conceded the $5,000.0
worth of bonds, the 12.0,000 acres o
land. At the end of their three hour
talk Ella Rawls had in her possess o
• $5,000.000 contract to build a re
road smogs the state of Jailors, and to
ruler had secured on fair terms
means to wealth and civilization, ti'.
need et which could no longer be
ored. She had come to him at t.
sychological moment, when the co
tact was ripe for giving: she ha
howl: herself clear-headed and re
ate master of the facts and frank.
pen In her statements; she had di
/landed mue41. knowing the value c
vhat she gar- but there had been ft
.gn of -zharperse. of trying to steal a
,dylintage. No doubt to one emus
omed to be approached by Indite"
nethods, by gifts and flatterle • ther
as a wholeeorne convincingness in
his novel eiper ence, a welcome
romise of good faith. At all events
ie accepted freely and wholly."
Impreesive Sermor
wife (returning from church to her
nnsband who had stayed at home)—
fou should have healxi Dr. Doe's ser
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
icsow when anything has made such
. profound Impression on me. I think
It will make a better woman of me as
long as I live.
Husband—Did you walk home?
Wife—O. no; I took a car, and, d'o
you know, John, the conductor neve*
asked in* for Nmy fare, and so I saved
a nickel. Wasn't I incky?--Stral
Stories.
The 'Froth.
The Editor—What have you writhe%
about the death of that bright young
Isakinsf
The Irish Reporter—SomathIng mita
sir. wind's up with thaw words: "Ha
YambitUliat Man boiled NOV
'411141116 41,
CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL. ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.TIME TABLE
Sew York Doctor Taught Him the
Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.
'T'he present czar of Russia learned
the art of making an American cock-
tail from an American physician?' said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
was sipping the old-fashioned tipple.
"I have that from the physician him-
self," relates no New York Sun.
Not only thet, but I sipped a cock-
tail made from the same formula, out
of a handsomely carved cup which bore
an Inscription from the donor, who at
the time was czarevitch, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rus-
elan heir apparent and the American
doctor.
-The doctor was a few years ago
practicing in a city in western New
York:' He was once an attache of the
Russian court and had some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One evening, when he had been
called to see the czarevitch, the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried his own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Amelia
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drink at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. fie thought it was a joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him it was not
-The csarevitch said he would like
to try the tithak. The doctor brought
In his ingredients and prepared a
cocktail in the presence of the mare
witch, who was intensely interested
When he had tasted it be went Into so
stades and called for more.
"After he had sampled several cock-
tails be prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
ease than than be has learned SODA
other things since
"When the American doctor war
leaving St Petersburg the ratreviteb
had ascended the throne. The physi
elan asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that be
was an expert in mixing the Ameni
can tipple, and thereupon they re
paired to a private room where the
mar of all the Russiaa produced some
American whisky and the Ingredients
to wort out a cocktail. The mat
mixed drinks for the two like • reguisa
barkeei and enjoyed It.
'The tier assured the doctor that it
was the greatest bracer he ever took
But thee, you know, royalty lays os
Its !guise and compliments with
trowel. However, the doctor was
probably the only American who eve)
had the toiler of Russia mix and give
him a cocktail."
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Four Months'
Time.
About the end of the winter—that is
he mid-March—the antlers of the yeai
before break off flush with their bare
an inch or more above the skull; wets
ally they are found close together
showing that they fell nearly at the
same time, wetes Ernest Tbompaos
Beton, in Seribuer's Magazine.
At ern, the place of each antler is
a broad, raw spot. In a few days If
shows a thick rounded pad of blood.
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and
In a fortnight the great bulbous fuzz,
born beginning has shot up to a height
of several trachea At exactly the right
time, place and in tare the right dire°.
Uwe a bump comes forth to 'be the
foundation of the brow tine_
_ In a few more days the ties tine is
projected by the invisible archilect
In a month the structure is nearly a
foot high and all enveloped in s
turgid mass of feverish, throbbing
blood vessels—the scaffolding and
workmen of this surprising structure
Night and day the woek is pushed wit)
astounding speed, and in four month.
this skyscraper 'Is finished—a wonder
flit structure, indeed, for a score of
nature's forces have Wiled, a myriad
of invisible workmen have done their
part and tin edifice that according to
ordinary rules should have taken a
lifetime is here rushed through in a
summer and all in absolute silence.
August 138•2 the building done, but it
Is still cluttered with scaffolding. The
supplies of blood at the Dare are re
&feed and finally discontinued. The
antler is no ion c ir vital touch with
the animal; it 1- gins to die. The sea
sitIveness leaves each part, the eel
vet covering soon dried, cracks and
peels, and the stag assists the process
of clearing off the skin by scraping his
horns on the brualrwood. Septembet
wee him fully armed in his spears of
dead bone, strong in body, glorying in
bia-weapons and his strength, and
ready to battle with all comers.
One of the New Year Failures,
Artiny Icsap—We might as well die.
solve partaarshtp and go out of bud-
mass. For the last year we have had
te bee on faith and mustard, and I'm
tired at IL
Woe Boddhr—So am I. The trouble
is Gat you've bees furnishing the
fad. and I've had so contribute Ibe
111111111.11...daffl.
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CORRECTED MAY 30, rgo6.
SOUTH BOUND No. tor
Leave Cincinnati.  8:20 a.m.
Lyeaye Louisyille  12221 p.m,
Leave Owensboro 
Lave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 p.m.
Lea ve Nortonville  4:08 P.m
Leave Evansville  12 :50 p.m.
i.eave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsvile 
Leave Pr'eCietOn e 4:55 P.11-
Arrive Paducah .? „ 6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah . 6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m,
Arrive G:biss, Tenn. ..  8:06 p.m.
Arrive Rives  8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  fi:to p.m,
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Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 




























































NORtH BOUND No. 306
Leave Paducah ...  12.4o p.m
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 pm.
Arrive Chicago  6:y am.







Leave St. Loan .
Leave Chicago  
Leave Cabondale




  11.40 11-M.
3:35 Fun.
CANO-NASHVILLE LIME.
NORT BOUND iol-8o1 135-835
Leave Nashville   8:zo am., 
' Leave liopkineville  11:20 a.m. 6:4o L.M.  •
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 1-132- •
Arrive Paducah  4:15 1?-03 925 Lae  .
Leave Paducah •i-  6:15 p.m. 9:30 am .
Arrive Cairo   7:45 p.m. 11 :10 a.m.  .
AnrHee St. Louis ... 7:20 a.m. 4:30 p.m. .
Arrive Chicago  6:30 am 9:30 p.m.
SOUIPH BOUND 122-8.22 l 36-836
Leave Chicago  6:in p.m. 9:40 a.m.  .
Leave StLenis  11:41 .in. '1:50 p.m. .
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 lehh  .
Arrive Padaorli  7:45 aim 730 P.m




g:ep am, 4:45 if-m-
6:to p.m.
9:25 tom.
Trains marked (P) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains toa and to4 carry through sleepers between Clodunatl.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and to2 sleepers between Louie-
rifle, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Scot and gra sleepers betweee
Paducah and St Louis. Train 8o1 connects at East Cairo with Chicago
eper. For farther information, address,
1. T DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Officer Padurth. Py
R. U PRATHER. Ticket Agent, union Depot Padecah. Kv
A, W. HARLOW, D P. A., Leiner-die. Ky
JOHN A SCOTT, A. G. P A-. Memphi. Tear
S G. HATrH. G. P. A.. Cbleage
fs Rot; , flPeele
Funny by Ascident.
(London Daily Mail.)
The puzzle department of Truth re-
cently had a competition on examplzs
I of unintentionally- funny paragraphs.Here are a few of the specimens sent
I
in: "We regret to announce the death
at Cairo of Sir A. B. Smith, his Lon-
don physician having recommended a
warmer climate."
In a discussion ion the dress irpf the
clergy a Nonconformist minister de-
clared: "As for me, I will wear no
clothes to distinguish me from my
fellow men."
This came under the "In Memo-
riam" column: "In loving memory
of ---.---, beloved wife of 
who died—. This is inserted by
her sorrowed daughters. 'What. is
home without a mother?"Peace, Per-
fect peace.'"
"For sale, a handsome St. Beernacd
Puppy, six months old, clean and
healthy; will ear anything; very ford
of children. Apply 'X,' office of this
paper," seen in a newspaper cutting
some years ago. The following athter-
tisement appeared in a morning news-
oaoer: "Wanted, a gentleman to un-
dertake the sale of a patent medicine.
The advertiser guarantees that it will




Young Cant. Sealby of the White
Star liner Celtic was talking about
the colored signal lints of ships. "In
the past," he said, "al) lights were
white. I once knew a young Scotch
sailor to whom the new colored lights
were unknown. As he stood at the
wheel one night a big steamer hove
in sight, and the boy saw the great
red and green lights for the first time.
He rammed down the helm with a
loud yell 'Presafve ust' he shouted,
'we're voile richt into the 'pothecary
shop at Peebles.'"
The nreeher of foreigners in China
is estimated at 46,000.
_
,Toke Was on Doctor.
A prominent physician, whose spc-•
ialty was physical diagnosis, require4
his patients before entering his pet
vale consultation rpom to divert
themselves of all supeilfloons clothing
in order to save Orne. One day a
man presented himself without lav-
ing complied with this requirement.
"Why do you Come in here with-
out complying with my rules?" dz'-
manded ,the doctor. ('Just step into
that side room and remove your cloth-
ing and then III see you. Next pa-
tient, please."
The patient did as requested, anti
after a time presented himself in reg-
ular order, duly divested of his cloti•
ing.
"Now," said the doctor, "what ca.1
I do for you?"
1 just called," replied the man "to
collect that tailoring bill which y.oir
owe us."—Argonaut.
Our Sick and Inebriate Army.
In his report for tooe. just issued,
Surgeon General O'Reilly says that
the rate of admission to sick report hi
our army is, next to that of the
Dutch rmy, the highest in the worlif.
It is 12 95 per thousand. The los-
e.* rate. Russia's. is 348. Our army'a'
death rate is high, too, 6.23 next to
that of the British army, which Li'
7.13. The Prussian army's..4eath rate
is only 2 per thousand; but the re•1
port says that many countries has'.
a low death rate because their ski-
are promptly discharged or retired.
an51 die out of the service. Our arm,,
beats all others in its addition to dys•
entery and alcoholism, its primacy iic
the latter item being an affecting trib-
ute to the labors of the ladies of th •
W. C. T. U. in abolishing tke Can-
teen.—Harper's Weekly.
Some people prize inherited thingc
so highly because they never hal
energy enough to c.tet anythug
to prize.
.,,,tittirpe4ialases •-•
• : •, r • -,
,
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At 5 o'clock this afternoon the
steamer 'City of Memphis gets out for
the Tennessea river. She conies back
igain next Monday night.
The Buttorff conies. in today from
Clarksville and leaves imniediately for
Nash ville.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
at 8 o'clock this morning Ind aeturns
tonight a boor* iftlfdtalt:
The Joe Fowler comes in today
irorn Evansville aud gets out immedi-
ately on her return that way.
The Johp S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The steamer Kentucky clames out
of the Tenni:sox river late tomor-
row night, and lies here until s
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
• kipping out on her return trip.
The City of Sahli() should pass t such an offe
r was obtainable at any
of the Tennessee river tomorrow CIL moment.
route back to St. Louis. There arc different 
reports as to
The Georgia Lee leaves Memplii% what it is intended to dc 
with the
•his ~Mots and gets here Friday property. One is that a lar
ge hotel,
in route up to Cincinnati. a larger than the Seelbach, is to be 
built
rosomewhere on Fourth street and that
EVANGELIST PREACHES. this
 legation is desired. Another is
that a large dry goods store is to be
Rev. Hudspeth Occupies First Chris- built 
there.
tian Church Pulpit—Other Notes. The 
trustees of the First Christian
church are much pleased with the Id-
vance in the value of the property.
Just eighteen month ago the congre-
gation rejected an offer of $tho,000
cash for the property. Mr. D.. F.
Murphy. now of the Fidelity Trust
Company. and then city assessor, was
consulted and he strongly advised
against selling for less than $22a,000
and predicted that the property wbuld
bring $25o.000 in two years The wis-
dom of Mr Murphy's advice has been
vindicated, for in eighteen months
the property has increased to $26o,000
Dr. E. L. Powell, pastor of the
cioncla is in favor of selling when-
ever the real value of the property
can be secured, and it is now believed
that the property will be sold some
time during the coming spring.
-•••••=onne.•
OFFERED FOR THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH PROPERTY, IN
LOUISVILLE
In Eighteen Months The Offer Has
Been 'Increased Exactly $too,000
—Sale May Be Made.
Evangelist W. J. Hudspeth of Hop-
Voisville. will preach at the First
Christian church this evening at 7:30
1. clock, and thc pubTic is cordially
invited to attend. Mc) prayer services
Mill be held tonight at the Tenth
street Christian church, at this eon-
itrtgotion will attend the other
church to hear Rev. Ilud ipeth.
The Christian Woman's Board of
:Missions will meet tomorrow after-
toon with Mrs. W. G. Whiteheld of
Seventh and Kentucky aveoue.
The Grace Ettiscopal church ladies
1:0Id their -church bazaar Friday at
the downtown u• cc for the I. C., at
Fto Broadway.
BUY NEW. BOOKS.
Several Hundred New Volumes to
Be Purchased by Library
Truatees.
During the monthly meeting oi the
Carnegie librahy trustees last evening
, the buildino„ the members directed
-a he • proper jtelkettoOttee! It, Pk-chase
several hundred new books, for in-
atallationomong the thaueands kept
in hand at the library. The 'com-
mittee will list the best books pne(i.
ile. and obtain them.
The trustees had only routine mat-
lets before them. outside of the
1.00k question. Miss Mayme Bayn-
ham. the, libraraian, writes she can-
not remit for two weeks yet from
azoo. Miss., where she was oper-








ARE ti UARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO




GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.




Louisville, Dec. 4—It became
known today that at a meeting of
the board of trustees of the First
Christiaa church, held the latter part
of last week, a tentative offer of $26o,
oao cash was made for the church
Property at Fourth -and Walnut
streets.
While it is practically the unani-
mous opinion anuing the trustees that
the church property wit lbe sold wah-
o-. the next year. and also that the
present offer is a good one, it was
nevertheless decided not to put the
matter before the congregation until
next spring, it bring understood that
the same offer will be available up
to that time. One oi tin: trustees of
the church said this morning that the
sale of the property was now only a
matter of time.
It is also reekoted that the same
syndicate which wishes to buy the
church property also desires to pur-
chase the Macauley Theater proper-
ty. and to erect a mammoth building
ta extend from the corner of Fourth
and Walnut streets to within a few
lett of the line of the of the property
owned by the Evening Poo.
The names of the would-be pur-
chasers are being kept secret, and it
was said this morning that only one
officer of the church knows them.
The offer was not made in writing,
but Mr. Torbitt, of Torbitt & Castle-
man, one of the trustees of the
church. vouched to the board that
FISH TO SUCCEED SPENCER?
Railroad Interests Hear Morgan Will
Advance Harriman's Old
Enemy.
New Orleans. La.. Pee. 4.—A local
concern oiday received what it re-
garde inside information from New
York that Sthyvesarit Fish, until a
few days ago president of the Illin-
ois Central. will succeed the late
President Spencer of the Southern
i-all way.
Railroad men here belkve there is
aaanething in the rumor. They be-
lieve tljc tender has been made
Fresident Fish and that he will ac-
cept. Mr. Fish has been aligned
with the Morgan interests to a cer-
thin extent and, as lie, is antagonistic
to Harriman. it is regarded as like-
ly that Fish will be given this op-
portunity to re-Vnter actively into
the southern railroad field. It is
known -that finaneial interests con-
nected with Harriman are looking
ferward to such a move being made.
The real swell xmas present is;
the little minature platinum pictur
the latest production in the photo
world.
Special prices for the next two
weeks.
RILEY & COOK'S ,STUDIO.
PULLMAN COMPANY GUILTY
— --
Concern Fined $75 for Using Impure
Milk on Cars.
CIRCUIT CLERK GARDNER
STILL STICKS TO ACCUSA-
TION OF WINTERS
Insurance Policies on Tobacco at
Princeton Being Canceled—Citi-
zens Fear to TalkAbout Raid.
Princeton, Ky., Dee. 4.—State
Fire Marshal Mutt Ayres yesterday
afternoon began his investigation in-
tc the destruction of the two tobacco
stermneries at Princeton, the proceed
lugs being behind closed door,.
Twenty-five. witnesses had been
summoned to appear before the in-
vestigating board, but on account of
a considerable delay in getting start-
ed, only six witnesses were exam-
hied. These, in the main, gave no ad-
ditional facts to those already pub-
lished. _Mr. D. H. Gardner, clerk of.
the circuit court, reaffirmed his affi-
davit that he had recognized William
Winters, the man who was arrested
Sunday afternoon and released Un-
der 43ao bond to appear foi trial at
ei o'clock next Thursday morning, as
one of the raiders. Winters is a
man weighing nearly 300 pounds and
is employed as a section foreman on
the Illinois Central railroad only a
few miles out of Princeton. Ile pro-
tected his innocence, not only of par-
ticipation in the said, but also of
having any knowledge of it, and also'
claimed that he was not a member of
the farmers' association.
Winters' Trial
The examining trial of Winters
next Thursday morning is awaited
with much anxiety by the cittzens of
Princeton and the public generally.
The examination will be held before
County Judge • D. B Blalock. The
arrest of Winters was made by Dep-
uty Sheriff E. W. Lamm, and the
railroad man surrendered without a
murmur and accompanied the sheriff
to Princeton without the least at-
tempt at resistance So far the war-
rant against Winters is the only one
which has been issuea.
This morning at to o'clock the ex-
amination of witnesses by Fire Mar-
shal Ayres was resumed and will be
continued until every person who
can. be found who knows anything
whatever pertaining to the raid, has
been questioned. The chief witnesses
before this examining board will be:
Circuit Clerk D. R. Gardner, A: B.
Hopper, Chief of Police; Policemen
S J. Rucker and J. bc. Martin, L L.
',ravel), Frank Harris, Bernice Dun-
ning, Howard McGregor, C. M
Wood, Kit Manks. and Shipton Pettit
All of these, with the exception ot
Mr. Gardner, were captured by thc
raiders and held under guard until
the work of destruction was accom-
plished.
Casseelling Insurance.
Practically all insuranie carried by
the large fire insurance companiee
has been cancelled by the agents of
those companies in the western part
ot Kentucky, and at least, until the
present disturbances subside. no more
'insurance will be carried- on tobacco
in warehouses and stemmeriee be.
longing to Gallaher, Limited, the Am
erican Snuff Company. American To-
bacco Company, Imperial Tobacco
Company. Imperial Tobacco Com-
pany and the Reggie contract with the
Italian government,
This will'-'work a great hardship on
the tobacco companies. One of the
queer features of the case is that
Gallaher, who is an Irishman, is not
ih any way connected with the trust,
having been constantly in competi-
tion with the American Tobacco com-
pany. The fact that he is a foreigner,
however, seems to have stirred up
the more ignorant of the planters
against him.
Everyone Cautious.
Everyone in Princeton is extreme-
ly cautious about reciting the details
of the raid or expressing opinions as
to the identity of the men compos-
ing the mob. All 'agree, however,
that the men composing the band of
destroyers were not (he riff raff of
the country, but men who were well
educated and evidently the presid-
ing genius was someone who had
some military training. The eqtire
Foes Say Rival Will Be Named if
Suitable Man Can Be Found.
Austin, Tex., Dec. 4.—At a con-
ference of the leaders of the auti-
Bailey movement held here today
behind closed doors plans were ad-
opted for waging a strong campaign
agoinst thei re-election of Senator
It is stated that a canvass of the
members of the legislature leads to
the conviction that the majority 01
them will vote against the senator' if
a suitable candidate can be placed in
the field for the office.
Want Governor Elect to Mtn.
An effort is being made to induce
Gevernor Elect T. M. Campbell to
permit his name to go before the
legislature for the place.
A conference of a number of Bail-
ey's ptilltical friends from all over
the state was held here today. They
are waiting for Bailey to make a
statement in reply to Attorney Gen-
ertl Davidson's specific charges that
he received money from the Waters-
Pierce Oil Company.
Wait on Bailey's Answer.
When this comes the steps that
ail, be taken to stem the tide of
democratic opinion that has, set in
from every quarter of the state
against Bailey's re-election will be
announced.
EVANGELIST IS PAID $5,3cio
People of Kewanee Reward W. A.
Sunday Who Made 34,111 Con-
versions.
KeN411CC, Ill., Dec. 4—Acceding to
hundreds of requests, Evangelist W
A. Sunday of Clucago remained here
onc day longer than expected and
tenight pecached his toevrell ser-
mon in the remarkable revival in
which all records for couversions in
the United States have been broken.
There were 25o conaosion tonight,
twinging the total number to 3,018 In
a free-will (dieting raised in one day
tat Male of Kewanee gave :dr. Sun-
ea!' $5-303.
Henry A. Bouchiel the veceney
elected governor iif Colorado, nill
not reside in thc executive mansion,
but will continue to live in his bunga-
low in University Park. in order os
he near the University of Denver, of
which he will continue chancellor.
affair ss'as pulled off with so much
exactness and precision and without
the trias of any time fir the speaking
of unnecessary words, that it is evi-
dent that it had been most carefully
planned. and each individual knew
exactly what part he was to play.
When the men moved about the
creet. they went not as a rabble and
in any kind of form, but they lined up
two abreast and kept step, the same
as a company of militia. They did
not enter the town mounted on their
horses, but left these hitched about
the outskirts of the city, watched
over by a heavy guard, and they
then entered the town on foot and
with weapons in readiness. .After ac-
complishing their work, they marched
on: of town in the same business-
like manner, only their withdrawal
was marked by a regular futillade of
shots, which everyone who heard it
says beggars description, and one
who did not hear it cannot even
imagine the awfulness of the rattle of
ifrearnrie which fully equaled that of
a battle.
Christian Planters Angry.
At Ifopkinsville yesterday. the
Coistian county branch of the
Planters' Protective, Association met
in regular monthly meeting and a
large crowd was in attendance. The
meeting was presided over by W. W.
Radiord. chairman for Christi=
county.
At this meeting a reward of $aco
was offered for the arrest and con-
viction of the parties guilty of the
wanton destruction at Princeton, this
being the first reward to be offered.
Thc executive committees of all other
counties in the dark tobacco belt
were urged to follow their example
and offer rewards.
Those desiring photos for the holi-
days should come in at once.
RILEY & COOK STUDIO.
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POPULAR WANTS.
• • • • • • • + + + + • •
FOR SALE—Account owner leav-
iiig towo—Ofte lauffiet, $15; one ward'
matting and lin Cm, $4. 403 South
robe, Koteaa,..u.,., Its each;
Fifth street, porch entrance.
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
downstairs. Rang o255 old 'phone.
FOR, RENT: Suits of rooms, Em-
pire flats.' Apply to L S. DuBois.




FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway. Apply to B: H
SCOTT.
FO' engraved cards, give your
2hristmas order to Paducah Priatiog
nd Book-Binding Co. Phone wan
Expert Accountant.






wAtirim FOR U. s AP-MY-
hi.-bodied unmarried men betweet
tees of at and 35; citizens of UMW/a
States, of good character an temp,
rote habits, who can speak, read me
mita bgilik. 'Foe faforeastfoe up
ply to Reerultleg Officer, New Web
wood House. Pedal:lb, Ky.
SEIZED FOR S-h000 THEFT
Myelin* Salesman Arrested in Mon
Nona on Ftrin's Complaint,
Bet Mont, Dec. .4.—Artloar . P.
Butk 'as arrested early friday on in-
iodination received by the local police,
*bcs jay he got away with $7.000
worth of tawdry, the. property of
Ahl & Co. jewelry merclaants of






20 Year Gold Filled Ca
Elgin movement 
Genuine Rogers Tea S
75c Set.
Genuine Rogers' Knives and
Forks $3.1g a set,
Get our prices on solid gold
Lockets.
*94
Solid Gold Rings—Our Stock










The newest and nobbiest thins
photos, the little platinum minatar
RILE?' & COOK STUDIO,
An Lasy-Phring Lid.
(Westin:autos Herald)
'I've Just been to New York."
"I heard that New York is weans.
the lid "
"Yes, but jauntily, my boy: jauinti
ily."
fiólidav Prourations
IT IS NONE TO EARLY TO DECIDE ON WHAT TO
GIVE CARISTMAS TO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OF YOUR
14116111ILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.
THE VARIETY IS GREA TER NOW THAN WHEN THE
CHIRSTMAS RUSH IS ON. UNDOUBTEDLY THE LARG-
EST STOCK IN PADUCAH TO SELECT FROM
Nagel ($1b Meyer
JEWELERS
Pittsburg, Pa.. Dec. 4—at.,a hear-
ing today at Beaver, Pa.. before
Judge Holt no defense was offered
isy the Pullman Car Compaay in the
case brought against it by the state
pure food commission charging the
company with supplying its patrons
with adulterated milk. The company 1
entered a plea of tiolle contendrc I
and was fined $75 and costs.
.1=1.1=11.••••
Atany a good deed hay died in in-









We awe part of our Christmas Books on display now. Will bare
Dolls out the first week in December. Will put out our Novel-
and finer goods u soon as possible.
D. E. Wilson
Book Music Man
Pa- HARBOUR.S DEPARTMENT STOLE
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